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Claim construction jurisprudence is in disarray. The United States Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit reverses trial court claim construction
decisions at a worryingly high rate. The proportion of Federal Circuit
claim construction opinions that include separate concurrences or
dissents continues to grow. And the muddled mix of issues the Federal
Circuit framed for en banc review in the Phillips case suggests that the
court cannot reach consensus on what the central questions are, much
less on how to answer them. Perhaps the path to adequately predictable
claim construction is continued tinkering with the analytical constructs
internal to the Federal Circuit's claim construction jurisprudence, but
that is not likely. In this Article, the author takes a sharply different
approach to the question, how can we make claim construction more
predictable? Inspired by the maxim "garbage in, garbage out, "he looks
to the patent system actor that has plenary power, within the broad
outline set by the Patent Act, over the details of all patent disclosures-
namely, the Patent Office. Specifically, he examines additional, low-cost
disclosures that would assist claim construction and that the Patent
Office can demand from all patent applicants. Carefully chosen new
disclosures would make all patents far more helpful tools in their own
construction, providing social benefits that far outweigh the added patent
preparation costs. In any subsequent claim construction process, whether
for licensing, design-around, or litigation purposes, parties would have
the benefit of patents enriched with this new information. The patent
document, enhanced in this way, would better fulfill its role as claim
construction 's central resource.
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"A review of the contemporary patent instrument cannot be a charitable
one. In terms of their format and fit with the patent statute, modem
patents do a woefully poor job of recording the proprietary interests of
inventors."
- Prof. John R. Thomas"*
I. INTRODUCTION
The modem U.S. patent system, which began in 1836 with the creation of
the Patent Office,' is now 169 years old. The modem patent claim requirement
is almost as old, having been codified in an 1870 amendment to the Patent Act.
2
When one reads, for example, the Supreme Court's 1877 claim construction
decision in Merrill v. Yeomans,3 a case about a disputed oil deodorizing
process, it appears quite contemporary. Indeed, Merrill's continued vitality as a
teaching tool is but one indication of the patent claim's enduring role as the
defining statement of a patent owner's right to exclude others from the
marketplace.
** John R. Thomas, On Preparatory Texts and Proprietary Technologies: The Place of
Prosecution Histories in Patent Claim Interpretation, 47 UCLA L. REV. 183, 230 (1999).
Act of July 4, 1836, ch. 357, 5 Stat. 117.
2 Act of July 8, 1870, ch. 230, § 26, 16 Stat. 198, 201 (mandating that an applicant
"shall particularly point out and distinctly claim the part, improvement, or combination
which he claims as his invention or discovery"). For a concise review of the history of
claiming practice in the 1800s, see William Redin Woodward, Definiteness and Particularity
in Patent Claims, 46 MICH. L. REV. 755, 757-60 (1948). Today's Patent Act contains
essentially the same language as the 1870 amendment. See 35 U.S.C. § 112, para. 2 (2000)
("The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and
distinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.").
' 94 U.S. 568, 574 (1877) (resolving whether the word "manufacture," in the claim in
dispute, meant "process" or "product").
4 One leading patent law casebook presents Merrill as a principal case. See ROBERT
PATRICK MERGES & JOHN FITZGERALD DUFFY, PATENT LAW AND POLICY: CASES AND
MATERIALS 872-78 (3d ed. 2002). Another quotes from Merrill in support of the proposition
that "[tihe Supreme Court has emphasized for over a century that the claims of a patent
should be clear and should control the determination of infringement." DONALD S. CHISUM
ET AL., PRINCIPLES OF PATENT LAW 860 (3d ed. 2004). As Professor Duffy observes, "[A]
claim drafted at the very beginning of the twentieth century could easily serve as an
examination question for law students at the end of the century." John F. Duffy, On
Improving the Legal Process of Claim Interpretation: Administrative Alternatives, 2 WASH.
U. J.L. & POL'Y 109, 109-10 (2000).
5 See Renishaw PLC v. Marposs Societa' Per Azioni, 158 F.3d 1243, 1248 (Fed. Cir.
1998) ("[T]he claims define the scope of the right to exclude; the claim construction inquiry,
therefore, begins and ends in all cases with the actual words of the claim."). This right to
exclude is the heart of the patent: "The franchise which the patent grants, consists altogether
in the right to exclude every one from making, using, or vending the thing patented, without
Vol. 9:1
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There is more to a patent, of course, than its numbered claims. The Patent
Act generally requires the patent document to put the claims it contains in their
technological context. Specifically, the patent's written disclosure must support
the claims with information that describes the claimed invention, enables
people of ordinary skill in the relevant art to make and use the claimed
invention, and provides the best mode (assuming there is one) of practicing the
claimed invention.
6
The Patent Act casts these disclosure requirements in open-textured
language. One can thus imagine varied sets of more particularized content and
format requirements, each of which would fulfill the Patent Act's demands.
The Patent Office, which Congress first empowered to "establish rules and
regulations . . . for the conduct of [its own] proceedings" 7 in the very same
1870 statute that codified the claim requirement, 8 has been charged with
providing a set of detailed content and format requirements for the patent
document. In other words, Congress has "delegated plenary authority over PTO
practice" to the Office itself.9 Today,, we find these requirements in Title 37 of
the Code of Federal Regulations. The Federal Circuit, for its part, gives a
Patent Office rule governing content or format "'controlling weight unless [it
is] arbitrary, capricious, or manifestly contrary to the statute.""'
The Office should strive, in framing its content and format requirements,
to produce a patent the claims of which a person having ordinary skill in the art
the permission of the patentee. This is all that he obtains by the patent." Bloomer v.
McQuewan, 55 U.S. (14 How.) 539, 549 (1852) (Taney, C.J.).
6 35 U.S.C. § 112, para. 1 (2000).
The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner
and process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terms as to
enable any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly
connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by
the inventor of carrying out his invention.
Id. For a concise review of the enablement, written description, and best mode requirements,
see ROGER E. SCHECHTER & JOHN R. THOMAS, PRINCIPLES OF PATENT LAW § 6.1 (2004).
7 Act of July 8, 1870, ch. 230 § 19, 16 Stat. 198, 200. The current grant of regulatory
power to the Patent Office is in 35 U.S.C. § 2(b)(2)(A) (2000), which provides that "[t]he
Office ... may establish regulations, not inconsistent with law, which ... shall govern the
conduct of proceedings in the Office." From 1952 to 1999, this grant of power was set forth
in 35 U.S.C. § 6. See Intellectual Property and Communications Omnibus Reform Act of
1999, Pub. L. No. 106-113, app. I, § 4712, 113 Stat. 1501A-521, 572 to 573 (codified as 35
U.S.C. § 2 (2000)).
8 See Act ofJuly 8, 1870, § 26, 16 Stat. 198, 201.
9 Gerritsen v. Shirai, 979 F.2d 1524, 1527 n.3 (Fed. Cir. 1992); see also Stevens v.
Tamai, 366 F.3d 1325, 1333 (Fed. Cir. 2004); In re Bogese, 303 F.3d 1362, 1368 (Fed. Cir.
2002) ("The PTO has inherent authority to govern procedure before the PTO, and that
authority allows it to set reasonable deadlines and requirements for the prosecution of
applications.").
'0 See 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.51-1.59 (application), 1.63-1.69 (inventor's oath), 1.71-1.79
(specification), 1.81-1.85 (drawings), 1.97-1.98 (information disclosure statement), 1.801-
1.825 (biotechnology invention disclosures) (2004).
1" In re Sullivan, 362 F.3d 1324, 1328 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (quoting Chevron U.S.A., Inc.
v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 467 U.S. 837, 844 (1984)) (rejecting challenge to validity of
Patent Office rule); Stevens, 366 F.3d at 1333-34 (upholding reasonableness of Patent Office
rule).
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can understand without the need for routine court intervention. 12 The patent
document itself should, in other words, contain the information that is vital to
its proper construction. A novice to the patent system might thus predict that, as
technologies progressed and multiplied and the demands placed on the patent
system increased (as they surely have), 13 the Patent Office would have updated
its disclosure requirements to better achieve the goal of predictable patent claim
boundaries. How, then, have the patent disclosure rules changed to ensure clear
and predictable claim boundaries amidst increasing complexity? Sadly, the
rules have barely changed at all. As former Patent Office solicitor Nancy Linck
recently observed, "[T]he rules governing patent examination are much the
same today as they were in 1920.A
4
When we look at patent exemplars that span the last century, we see that
the patent's basic form and content has changed but a little. Consider, for
example, the three patents that issued first in the years 1904, 1954, and 2004,
all of which are provided in the appendix to this paper. All three patents begin
with illustrative drawings and end with claims. The illustrative drawings help
one interpret the patent claims by showing the invention as a real-world
12 See, e.g., Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1583 (Fed. Cir. 1996)
("[C]ompetitors are entitled to review the public record, apply the established rules of claim
construction, ascertain the scope of the patentee's claimed invention and, thus, design around
the claimed invention."). The Patent Office's regulations embrace this goal. See 37 C.F.R. §
1.75(d)(1) (2004) ("The claim or claims must conform to the invention as set forth in the
remainder of the specification and the terms and phrases used in the claims must find clear
support or antecedent basis in the description so that the meaning of the terms in the claims
may be ascertainable by reference to the description."); see also U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK
OFFICE, DEP'T OF COMMERCE, MANUAL OF PATENT EXAMINING PROCEDURE § 608.01(o) (8th
ed. 2001, rev. 2 May 2004) [hereinafter MANUAL OF PATENT EXAMINING PROCEDURE] ("The
meaning of every term used in any of the claims should be apparent from the descriptive
portion of the specification with clear disclosure as to its import[.]"); id. § 1302.01 ("There
should be clear support or antecedent basis in the specification for the terminology used in
the claims."). The Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, just cited, is the Patent Office's
official "set of instructions to the examining corps." In re Kaghan, 387 F.2d 398, 401
(C.C.P.A. 1967). Although "[t]he MPEP does not have the force and effect of law... it is
entitled to judicial notice as the agency's official interpretation of statutes or regulations."
Refac Int'l, Ltd. v. Lotus Dev. Corp., 81 F.3d 1576, 1584 n.2 (Fed. Cir. 1996).
13 Professors Allison and Lemley present a compelling comparison of two groups of
1,000 randomly selected utility patents from the 1976-1978 and 1996-1998 timeframes.
John R. Allison & Mark A. Lemley, The Growing Complexity of the United States Patent
System, 82 B.U. L. REv. 77, 79 (2002). They conclude, on the basis of a series of statistical
comparisons, that "[b]y almost any measure-subject matter, time in prosecution, number of
prior art references cited, number of claims, number of continuation applications filed,
number of inventors-the patents issued in the late 1990s are more complex than those
issued in the 1970s." Id. The marked increase in utility patent application and grant rates
since the early 1990s is both well-documented and frequently discussed, often in terms of
"exploding" or an "explosion." See, e.g., Nancy J. Linck et al., A New Patent Examination
System for the New Millenium, 35 Hous. L. REv. 305, 307 (1998); Note, Estopping the
Madness at the PTO: Improving Patent Administration Through Prosecution History
Estoppel, 116 HARV. L. REv. 2164, 2165 (2003). For an elegant graphical depiction of the
growth in annual patent application filings and grants from 1960 to 2001, see WILLIAM M.
LANDES & RICHARD A. POSNER, THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
LAW 340, fig. 12.1 (2003).
14 Linck et al., supra note 13, at 306 n.4.
Vol. 9:1
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object. 15 All three patents state both the date the application for the patent was
filed and the date the patent issued. These dates help put the claimed invention
in its technological context, marking the invention as an event in the flow of
technological change within a given field.
The first example patent, U.S. Patent No. 748,567 to Thomas Adamson,
entitled "Distance or Range Finding Instrument," claims a "distance-finding
instrument for marine vessels."' 16 The Adamson patent's disclosure suggests
some of the problems with existing instruments, stating that Adamson's goals
include offering an instrument that "is simple in its construction and
organization, besides not liable to get out of order, and possessing the capacity
for long and repeated service."' 7 The disclosure then describes the operation of
the claimed range-finder in some detail, 18 along the way defining a claim
term--"abreast line"-that Adamson appears to have coined for use in this
patent. 19
The second, U.S. Patent No. 2,664,562 to Joseph Cameron, entitled
"Positioning Device for Stapling Machines," claims a "positioning device" with
a "base plate" and a "sliding member" that is "reciprocable," for use with a
"stapling machine." 20 This device is specially adapted "to position fabric wicks
around wire wick supports in preparation for stapling the wicks to the
supports,' and the stapled wicks are adapted "to diffuse deodorant or
perfuming vapors.., into the air of a room." Like the Adamson patent, the
Cameron patent suggests shortcomings in prior art-this time, prior art stapling23 24
operations. It then describes the claimed positioning device in detail. Unlike
the Adamson patent, however, the Cameron patent also provides a list of prior
art references that the Patent Office had before it when assessing the
patentability of Cameron's claims. 
25
The third, U.S. Patent No. 6,671,884 to Henry Griesbach and Linda Harris,
entitled "Method for Defining Areas of a Protective Garment Subjected to
Stretching Forces When Worn by Wearer," claims a "method for making a
protective production garment," such as a surgical gown, "having at least one
patch of elastomeric material" in the garment. The list of prior art documents
before the Patent Office has moved to the front page of the patent, joined there
by category codes for prior art searches and an "Abstract" that summarizes the
15 See Christopher A. Cotropia, Patent Claim Interpretation and Information Costs, 9
LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 57, 84 (2005) (discussing patent drawings' interpretive aid).
16 U.S. Patent No. 748,567, cols. 5-6 (issued Jan. 5, 1904) (stating five claims).
17 Id. col. 1, Ins. 27-32.
18 Id. cols. 2-4.
19 Id. col. 3, Ins. 22-32 (defining "abreast line"), cols. 5-6 (using the term in all five
claims).
20 U.S. Patent No. 2,664,562, cols. 3-4 (issued Jan. 5, 1954) (stating four claims).
21 Id. col. 1, Ins. 2-4.
22 Id. col. 1, Ins. 16-18.
23 Id. col. 1, Ins. 10-15.
24 Id. cols. 2-3.
25 Id. col. 4, Ins. 35-43 (listing six "References Cited in the file of this patent").
26 U.S. Patent No. 6,671,884, cols. 11-12 (issued Jan. 6, 2004) (stating fourteen
claims).
2005]
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invention. 27 Although longer than the Adamson and Cameron patents, the '884
patent's narrative structure is essentially the same as the earlier patents: after
identifying the general field of the invention, 28 and discussing some
shortcomings with prior art approaches to the subject,29 the patent describes the
claimed invention in detail.3 °
As even this decidedly unsystematic review of three patents from the last
century demonstrates, the content and format rules that shape patents have
proved remarkably stable in the face of more complex technologies. To the
degree the patent document serves its purposes-to teach new information to
artisans in the field and to set clear boundaries on the patentee's right to
exclude others-this stability is desirable. However, where the patent document
demonstrably falls short of these goals, the duty to reform the patent document
falls squarely on the Patent Office.
If we have learned nothing else from the case law upheavals in the decade
after Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc.,31 where the Federal Circuit held
that judges-not juries--construe disputed claim terms, 32 we have learned that
patents provide far less aid to their readers than they could. The courts, faced
with paltry patent disclosures, turn to expert witnesses and external reference
sources for aid.33 Having licensed resort to these extra-patent sources, the
courts struggle to bring the patent disclosure back to pride of place at claim
construction's core. 34 The result is disarray. Professor Moore has found that
from 1996 through 2003 the Federal Circuit has reversed 34% of the claim
construction decisions brought before it on appeal, and (what's worse) that the
claim construction reversal rate is on an upward trend.35 The Federal Circuit is
increasingly fractured, issuing more and more claim construction decisions
over a panel member's dissent. 36 Perhaps the best proof of the patent
27 Id., first page. For discussion of the advent of the Abstract section, see infra notes
82-88 and accompanying text.
28 Id. col. 1, Ins. 8-10, Ins. 58-61.
29 Id. col. 1, Ins. 11-57.
30 Id. cols. 3-11. Also, like Adamson, the inventors of the '884 patent opt to provide
express definitions of some key terms used in the disclosure. Id. col. 3, In. 37 to col. 5, In.
30.
3' 52 F.3d 967 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc).
32 Id. at 979. A year later, the Supreme Court affirmed the Federal Circuit's decision in
the face of a Seventh Amendment attack. See Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 517
U.S. 370, 372 (1996).
33 See, e.g., Novartis Pharm. Corp. v. Eon Labs Mfg., Inc., 363 F.3d 1306, 1307-08
(Fed. Cir. 2004); Tex. Digital Sys., Inc. v. Telegenix, Inc., 308 F.3d 1193, 1202-03, 1212
(Fed. Cir. 2002); Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1583 (Fed. Cir. 1996).
34 See, e.g., Vanderlande Indus. Nederland BV v. Int'l Trade Comm'n, 366 F.3d 1311,
1318 (Fed. Cir. 2004); J.T. Eaton & Co. v. At. Paste & Glue Co., 106 F.3d 1563, 1565 (Fed.
Cir. 1997).
35 Kimberly A. Moore, Markman Eight Years Later: Is Claim Construction More
Predictable?, 9 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 231, 241, 243, 246 (2005).
36 See John R. Thomas, Claim Re-Construction: The Doctrine of Equivalents in the
Post-Markman Era, 9 LEWIS & CLARK L. REv. 153, 163 & n.69 (2005) (listing claim
construction cases with dissents). At his claim construction data site,
http://www.claimconstruction.com, Professor Wagner reports that, among the Federal
Circuit's claim construction decisions from April 1996 to June 2004, the 100-case moving
Vol. 9:1
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document's shortcomings and the gyrations they produce is that, nearly ten
years after its Markman decision, the Federal Circuit has granted en banc
review in a case to grapple with such basic questions as whether, and how, to
use dictionaries in claim construction, and whether to scrutinize underlying
claim construction facts by de novo or deferential review. 37 Further judicial
tinkering with the machinery of claim construction is unlikely to help, however,
if the central problem is the patent document itself.
The Patent Office can and should help improve claim construction by
enhancing the patent document's disclosures as only it can, making all patents
more helpful in their own construction. I offer here some analysis that may aid
in that enhancement. My plan for this paper, which grows out of a proposal a
co-author and I recently made, 38 is straightforward. First, I explore the
principles to which claim construction should remain faithful and the means for
putting them into practice, one of which is striking a balance between claim
text and technological context through the presumption in favor of the ordinary
meaning of claim terms to a person having ordinary skill in the art. Second, I
establish the Patent Office's plenary power to shape, and thus to improve, the
basic patent document to help bring about more faithful claim construction.
This ex ante plenary power contrasts with the Federal Circuit's ex post role in
resolving disputes, which makes the court largely powerless to change the
patent document wholesale. 39 Third, I show that all patents should be required
average number of alternative opinions (i.e., dissents and concurrences) is now at about
25%. The 20-case moving average number of alternative opinions now varies between 30%
and 40%. See CLAIMCONSTRUCTION.COM, CLAIM CONSTRUCTION AT THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT:
TRENDS IN ALTERNATIVE OPINIONS, at http://www.claimconstruction.com (last visited Nov.
15, 2004) (graph incorporating all Federal Circuit claim construction opinions from April
1996 to June 2004).
37 See Phillips v. AWl Corp., 376 F.3d 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (order granting en banc
review). Chief Judge Mayer's dissent from en banc review in Phillips v. AHW Corp. paints
an especially bleak picture:
Nearly a decade of confusion has resulted from the fiction that claim construction
is a matter of law, when it is obvious that it depends on underlying factual
determinations which, like all factual questions if disputed, are the province of the
trial court, reviewable on appeal for clear error. To pretend otherwise inspires
cynicism. Therefore, and because I am convinced that shuffling our current
precedent merely continues a charade, I dissent from the en banc order.
Id. at 1384 (Mayer, C.J., dissenting).
38 See generally Joseph Scott Miller & James A. Hilsenteger, The Proven Key: Roles &
Rules for Dictionaries at the Patent Office & the Courts, 54 AM. U. L. REV. (forthcoming
May 2005) on file with author, available at http://ssrn.con/abstract=577262) (proposing that
the Patent Office make dictionary selection more predictable in infringement disputes by
requiring patent applicants to state their reference source preferences on the face of their
applications at the time of filing).
39 Indeed, the courts cannot even remedy patents at retail. See John R. Thomas, On
Preparatory Texts and Proprietary Technologies: The Place of Prosecution Histories in
Patent Claim Interpretation, 47 UCLA L. REV. 183, 220 (1999) ("U.S. courts have
historically been unable to reform [individual] patent instruments during enforcement
proceedings.").
In its relative impotence to bring about basic change in the patent document's content
and form, the Federal Circuit resembles no one so much as an oft-disappointed purchaser of
a monopolist's shoddy product. The court's opinions are like unhappy letters to the echoless
2005]
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to contain four additional bits of information that will help make claim
construction more predictable, and at a social cost far outweighed by the social
benefit of more certain claim scope. Specifically, the Patent Office should
require that every applicant state on the face of any patent (a) the field of art to
which the claimed invention pertains; (b) all problems that the claimed
invention helps solve; (c) a lexicon of all claim terms to which the applicant
gives a meaning other than its accustomed meaning to people having ordinary
skill in the pertinent art; and (d) a list of preferred objective reference sources,
such as technical treatises and dictionaries (general or specialized), to which an
interested reader should refer to learn about the ordinary meaning of the
remaining claim terms to a person having ordinary skill in the art. In any
subsequent claim construction process, whether for licensing, design-around, or
litigation purposes, parties would look to patents enriched with this new
information. The patent document, enhanced in this way, would better fulfill its
role as claim construction's central resource.
II. FAITHFUL CLAIM CONSTRUCTION
To specify the full range of marketplace conduct that a patent claim
empowers the patentee to exclude, we confront a tension that arises necessarily
from ting to grasp the world of things-actual inventions in real space-with
words. 0 On the one hand, the text of the patent must have some force in
limiting the patent's scope. Patentees, who are responsible for the text in their
claims, can choose words of greater or lesser generality to define their
inventions-for example, "nail" or "fastener"-and their choices should thus
make a difference to claim scope. After all, if claim text does not help confine
claim scope, claims are not worth the trouble it takes to write them. On the
other hand, if a patent's power to exclude reached no further than its claim's
literal terms, patent protection would unfairly "place the inventor at the mercy
of verbalism"4' and thus, too weak to attract investments in innovation, would
void of "customer service." Perhaps the Patent Office's lack of regulatory response to the
past decade of claim construction cases is rooted in its monopoly hold on examining and
granting U.S. patents. If so, one route to change might be a competitive market of multiple
patent-granting firms. After being certified to examine and to grant U.S. patents, these firms
could compete to offer better patents, limited only by the substantive standards of the Patent
Act. Such competing Patent Offices might offer varied content and format options to their
customers. The government's role could be limited to certifying patent-granting firms,
tracking the courthouse success (or other quality metric) of each firm's patents, and
providing the quality data to the public. Elaboration of the idea must wait for another day.
40 See Autogiro Co. of Am. v. United States, 384 F.2d 391, 397 (Ct. C1. 1967).
An invention exists most importantly as a tangible structure or a series of
drawings. A verbal portrayal is usually an afterthought written to satisfy the
requirements of patent law. This conversion of machine to words allows for
unintended idea gaps which cannot be satisfactorily filled. Often the invention is
novel and words do not exist to describe it. The dictionary does not always keep
abreast of the inventor. It cannot. Things are not made for the sake of words, but
words for things.
Id. 4 1 Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Prods. Co., 339 U.S. 605, 607 (1950).
Vol. 9:1
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fail of its essential purpose. The tension is, in short, between literalism and
fairness.
The terrain in which we confront this tension openly is the doctrine of
equivalent infringement, according to which one can infringe a claim
notwithstanding a departure from the claim's literal scope.42 The Supreme
Court, in cases spanning the 1900s, both hews to the insight that "to permit
imitation of a patented invention which does not copy every literal detail would
be to convert the protection of the patent grant into a hollow and useless
thing, 43 and stresses that "the doctrine of equivalents, when applied broadly,
conflicts with the definitional and public-notice functions of the statutory
claiming requirement.'44 In its most recent equivalents case, the Supreme Court
described thusly the predictability and fairness goals that the doctrine sits
astride:
The [patent] monopoly is a property right; and like any property right, its
boundaries should be clear. This clarity is essential to promote progress,
because it enables efficient investment in innovation. A patent holder
should know what he owns, and the public should know what he does
not....
Unfortunately, the nature of language makes it impossible to capture
the essence of a thing in a patent application.... The language in the
patent claims may not capture every nuance of the invention or describe
with complete precision the range of its novelty. If patents were always
interpreted by their literal terms, their value would be greatly diminished.
Unimportant and insubstantial substitutes for certain elements could
defeat the patent, and its value to inventors could be destroyed by simple
acts of copying. For this reason, the clearest rule of patent interpretation,
literalism, may conserve judicial resources but is not necessarily the most
efficient rule. The scope of a patent it not limited to its literal terms but
instead embraces all equivalents to the claims described.
45
The equivalents cases most clearly engage the inevitable tension in
regulating things with words. The tension, however, permeates all claim
construction questions.
This tension in claim construction between ex ante conventional literalism
and ex post individualized fairness is, of course, endemic to legal interpretation
generally.4 6 To move comfortably in this dynamic tension, which can blur "the
42 For a concise review of the doctrine of equivalents, see SCHECHTER & THOMAS,
supra note 6, § 8.2.2.
43 Graver Tank & Mfg. Co., 339 U.S. at 607.
44 Wamer-Jenkinson Co. v. Hilton Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17, 29 (1997); see also
id. at 33 (insisting on a doctrine of equivalents that gives "proper deference to the role of
claims in defining an invention and providing public notice").
45 Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 535 U.S. 722, 730-32
(2002).
46 See Philip P. Frickey, Faithful Interpretation, 73 WASH. U. L.Q. 1085, 1086 (1995).
[T]he law is attempting to accomplish two rather contradictory things. It is attempting,
first, to communicate duties to the citizenry in general and to officials in particular, a
use of language perhaps substantially captured in the linguist's focus on conventional
understandings. Simultaneously, the law seeks to channel the discretion of enforcement
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line separating faithful and faithless enforcement and interpretation," 47 one
must identify the principles that should animate a claim construction method to
keep it faithful to the patent system's goal of promoting advances in the useful
arts by giving inventors property-like rights to exclude.48 There are, I think,
three such central principles.
First, even as we strive to construe a given claim term correctly, we should
resolve doubts in favor of promoting, not retarding, free competition. This
benefit of the doubt for free competition means narrower, not broader, patent
claims. Such an approach is amply justified by the standard economic account
of intellectual property protection as a solution to a market failure in the
production of information goods,49 according to which "intellectual property is
a necessary evil.',50 In our economy, which relies on interfirm competition to
provide consumers with the things they desire at lower quality-adjusted prices,
firms are generally free to use public information to compete, even if the
information is found through a competitor's offering. "In general, unless an
intellectual property right such as a patent or copyright protects an item, it will
be subject to copying." 51 Moreover, the rights to exclude that patents and
copyrights confer "are part of a 'carefully crafted bargain,' under which, once
the patent or copyright monopoly has expired, the public may use the invention
or work at will and without attribution."2 In this milieu, with its normative tilt
officers and judges to maximize justice in widely divergent circumstances.
Accordingly, the law superimposes on ordinary meaning all manner of canons of
interpretation, maxims, and exceptions (e.g., purpose trumps plain meaning; avoid
absurd results).
Id. (footnote omitted).
41 Id. at 1089.
48 See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8 (giving Congress the power "[t]o promote the
progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the
exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries"). As Professor Frickey observes,
"[i]t is only by capturing the broader assumptions about the enterprise that we can make
sense out of the lesser included function to be performed by interpretation for that
enterprise." Frickey, supra note 46, at 1093.
49 See generally Joseph Scott Miller, Building a Better Bounty: Litigation-Stage
Rewards for Defeating Patents, 19 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 667, 680-83 (2004) (reviewing
standard account).
50 Mark A. Lemley, Ex Ante versus Ex Post Justifications for Intellectual Property, 71
U. CHI. L. REv. 129, 131 (2004). As Professor Lemley notes, the standard account has its
limitations and critics. See id. at 130-31.
51 TrafFix Devices, Inc. v. Marketing Displays, Inc., 532 U.S. 23, 29 (2001); see also
L.A. Gear, Inc. v. Thom McAn Shoe Co., 988 F.2d 1117 (Fed. Cir. 1993) ("[Tlhe public has
the right to copy the design of goods that are unprotected by patent or copyright, absent
consumer confusion or deception."). As Professor Mueller puts it, "In free market economies
such as that of the United States, the general rule is that competition through imitation of a
competitor's product or service is permitted, so long as that competition is not deemed
legally 'unfair."' JANICE M. MUELLER, AN INTRODUCTION TO PATENT LAW 7-8 (2003). See
also Pamela Samuelson & Suzanne Scotchmer, The Law and Economics of Reverse
Engineering, 111 YALE L.J. 1575, 1582-85 (2002) (discussing longstanding legal approval
of reverse engineering as a method for discovering and using another's trade secret
information).
52 Dastar Corp. v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., 539 U.S. 23, 33-34 (2003)
(quoting Bonito Boats, Inc. v. Thunder Craft Boats, Inc., 489 U.S. 141,150-51 (1989)).
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toward free competition, the patentee bears the burden of claiming an invention
in terms the interested public can readily understand. Only a readily understood
claim marks off territory sufficiently to put it under the patentee's sole control,
and not all claim construction errors are created equal. Claim construction
errors that short patentees with underprotection cause less social harm than
claim construction errors that short the public with overprotection. As a result,
even as we strive to avoid making any interpretive errors, we should prefer a
claim construction error that confers less patentee control over competitors'
conduct than an error that confers more patentee control.
Second, a patentee's precise choice of claim terms is critically important in
determining claim scope. The Patent Act expressly requires that we take this
approach,5 and the cases remind us that claim construction "begins and ends in
all cases with the actual words of the claims." 54 Quite apart from the demands
of the Patent Act and case law, however, heavy reliance on a patentee's choice
of words is a matter of common sense. A patentee, cognizant of the free
competition norm and the burden it places on her to use terms the interested
public can understand, must choose the words in her patent claims with care;
otherwise, she risks sacrificing patentable subject matter to the public. Within
this pro-competition framework, patentees have virtually unfettered freedom to
choose the particular claim words that best capture their inventions. The
patentee's freedom of linguistic choice imposes, of course, a corresponding
responsibility on the court system-namely, to enforce the patentee's word
choices for the benefit of the public. The doctrine of equivalents alleviates the
unfairness that might result from this focus on a patentee's word choice, 55 and
56thus supports the claim text's central role in determining claim scope.
Third, the text of the patent claim must be tied firmly, throughout the
claim construction process, to the claimed invention's technological context.
This is so because individual patents, although they have legal significance, are
primarily about technology. Thus, the patent disclosure requirements focus on
technological information.57 One cannot hope to understand the art-specific
words in a patentee's claims correctly unless one keeps that particular
technological context in mind. The importance of context to accuracy is most
apparent when we consider common terms that have richly varied, field-
dependent meanings, e.g., bank, card, channel, chip, cord, file, table, thread,
and tile. If we take such words out of context, we can badly misconstrue them.
It is not surprising, then, that the courts emphasize the need, in claim
construction, to view claim terms from the perspective of a person having
" See 35 U.S.C. § 112, para. 2 (2000).
54 Searfoss v. Pioneer Consol. Corp., 374 F.3d 1142, 1149 (Fed. Cir. 2004); Renishaw
PLC v. Marposs Societa' Per Azioni, 158 F.3d 1243, 1248 (Fed. Cir. 1998).
55 See Royal Typewriter Co. v. Remington Rand, Inc., 168 F.2d 691, 692 (2d Cir. 1948)
(Hand, J.) (noting that courts "resort to the 'doctrine of equivalents' to temper unsparing
logic and prevent an infringer from stealing the benefit of the invention").
56 The Supreme Court has emphasized, in this regard, that "the doctrine of equivalents
must be applied to individual elements of the claim, not to the invention as a whole."
Warner-Jenkinson Co. v. Hilton Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17, 29 (1997).
57 See supra note 6 and accompanying text.
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ordinary skill in the art.58 A person of skill in the art naturally reads claim terms
in their proper technological context. Moreover, given the importance of
technological context to accuracy, it seems plain that augmenting the patentee's
technological disclosure with carefully selected contextualizing information
should help courts more reliably identify disputed claim terms' technologically
proper meanings.
These three principles-err on the side of free competition, focus on text,
and stay in context-are the key precepts to which claim construction should
adhere. One important practical way to remain faithful to these principles is to
maintain an unwavering focus on the whole patent document as the lodestar of
the claim construction process. The whole patent document, which the patentee
creates, provides the patentee's chosen text and context for the invention. The
Supreme Court's Markman decision, adopting this method, anchors claim
construction firmly to the information that the patent shows on its face. In
explaining why it agreed with the Federal Circuit's allocation of claim
construction to judges, the Court emphasized that documentary coherence is
just as vital to claim construction as is technological acumen:
In the main, we expect, any credibility determinations [about technology
expert witnesses] will be subsumed within the necessarily sophisticated
analysis of the whole document, required by the standard construction
rule that a term can be defined only in a way that comports with the
instrument as a whole. Thus, in these cases a jury's capabilities to
evaluate demeanor, to sense the mainsprings of human conduct, or to
reflect community standards, are much less significant than a trained
ability to evaluate the testimony in relation to the overall structure of the
patent. The decisionmaker [now] vested with the task of construing the
patent [i.e., the court] is in the better position to ascertain whether an
expert's proposed definition fully comports with the specfication and
claims and so will preserve the patent's internal coherence.
The Court's mandate, reflected in such phrases as "comports with the
instrument as a whole," "overall structure of the patent," and "preserve the
patent's internal coherence," is unmistakable: the courts must construe claims,
first and foremost, according to the patent document.
An equally important, practical way to ensure claim construction's fidelity
to free competition, text, and context, is a strong presumption that, absent
evidence to the contrary, the patentee has used claim words according to their
58 See, e.g., Multiform Desiccants, Inc. v. Medzam, Ltd., 133 F.3d 1473, 1477 (Fed.
Cir. 1998).
It is the person of ordinary skill in the field of the invention through whose eyes the
claims are construed. Such person is deemed to read the words used in the patent
documents with an understanding of their meaning in the field, and to have knowledge
of any special meaning and usage in the field. The inventor's words that are used to
describe the invention-the inventor's lexicography-must be understood and
interpreted by the court as they would be understood and interpreted by a person in that
field of technology.
Id.
59 Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 517 U.S. 370, 389-90 (1996) (emphasis
added) (internal citations and quotations omitted).
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ordinary, accustomed meaning to a person having ordinary skill in the art. This
is so because a strong default in favor of a word's ordinary meaning to the
skilled artisan keeps the focus on text from slipping into an unthinking,
acontextual verbalism, while at the same time it keeps the focus on context
from drifting into a rootless, atextual ad hocery. In short, an ordinary meaning
default strikes the proper dynamic balance between text and context.
An ordinary meaning default also pushes patentees to draft claims with
boundaries that a person having ordinary skill in the art can readily grasp,
which push helps support the free competition principle. To appreciate how the
ordinary meaning default rule plays this role, imagine that one party is trying to
communicate with another in writing. The only thing the writer knows about
the reader is that he is a competent user of, e.g., standard written American
English. How should the writer choose her words and phrases to maximize the
likelihood that the reader will construe the writing correctly? The writer
concludes that, because a competent reader of standard written American
English knows the ordinary meanings of words and phrases in this idiom, she
should frame her communication with those same ordinary meanings in mind,
i.e., she should use words according to their contextualized ordinary meanings
or expressly flag departures from those ordinary meanings. The reader, for his
part, is likely to make the corresponding set of assumptions about the writer's
strategy for choosing and using words in her written communication. 60 A
strong, ordinary meaning default rule grounds patent drafting in this set of
cooperative, interlocking assumptions by writer and reader, and thus rejects an
errant patentee's efforts to prevail against the public by using ordinary-seeming
words in secretly self-serving ways.6 1 This default rule also provides another
example, in legal interpretation, of Grice's maxims of cooperative
conversation.62
60 These interlocking assumptions about ordinary meaning and context are basic to all
successful communication in a natural language. See generally GEORGIA M. GREEN,
PRAGMATICS AND NATURAL LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING 47-61 (2d ed. 1996) (exploring at
length the manner in which natural language interpretation and communication relies upon a
series of corresponding assumptions by both speaker and addressee about one another's
beliefs about word choice and word meaning). As Judge Posner has put it, "We understand a
message by putting ourselves in the speaker's shoes." RICHARD A. POSNER, THE PROBLEMS
OF JURISPRUDENCE 101 (1990).
61 Cf Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1584 (Fed. Cir. 1996) ("Nor
may the inventor's subjective intent as to claim scope, when unexpressed in the patent
documents, have any effect. Such testimony cannot guide the court to a proper interpretation
when the patent documents themselves do so clearly."); Markman v. Westview Instruments,
Inc., 52 F.3d 967, 985 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc) ("The subjective intent of the inventor
when he used a particular term is of little or no probative weight in determining the scope of
a claim (except as documented in the prosecution history)."), aff'd, 517 U.S. 370 (1996).
62 Paul Grice, whose 1967 William James Lectures at Harvard University gave rise to
the branch of linguistics known as "pragmatics" (i.e., the study of natural language
understanding and how context affects meaning), described the basic framework we use
when interpreting statements in an exchange in which "[t]he participants have some common
immediate aim." PAUL GRICE, STUDIES IN THE WAY OF WORDS 29 (1989). In the claim
construction context, that common end is the successful communication, by the patentee to
the world, of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.
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We cannot eliminate the tension in claim construction between the calls of
literalism and fairness. We can, however, mediate the tension, consistent with
patent law's social goal of promoting technological progress, by construing
claim terms in light of the whole patent document according to a strong default
in favor of a word's ordinary meaning to the skilled artisan. This
interdependence of. the .whole patent document and the ordinary meaning
default underscores the need to ensure that the patent disclosures we demand
are well-suited to produce the information we need to construe the claim text in
technological context. It is to the Patent Office's plenary power over the details
of these disclosures that I now turn.
III. PATENT OFFICE POWER OVER THE PATENT DOCUMENT
It may seem odd, at first blush, to lift claim construction improvements on
the fulcrum of Patent Office procedure. Claim construction, whether in
licensing or litigation, occurs after Patent Office procedures have taken their
course. All patents, however, result from an examination process. 63 It is
therefore certain that any patent that is in license negotiations or litigation today
was the subject of patent examination in the past. This basic fact of patent
administration indicates that the best way to guarantee that each patent contains
the core information that one needs to construe it is to mandate the disclosure
of that information on the patent's face.64 This strategy also comports with the
Supreme Court's focus in Markman on preserving documentary coherence.
According to Grice, communicants interpret each other's statements by assuming
mutual adherence to a "Cooperative Principle"-namely, "Make your conversational
contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or
direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged." Id. at 26. Grice formulates four
"maxims," or conventions, that implement the Cooperative Principle, and the fourth of
these-styled "Manner"--demands that one "[a]void obscurity of expression," "[a]void
ambiguity," "[b]e brief," and "[b]e orderly." Id. at 27. Recasting Grice's maxims in slightly
different terms, Professor Green states that "agents will not speak obscurely in attempting to
communicate." GREEN, supra note 60, at 91.
Grice's "Manner" maxim readily explains the strong default in favor of ordinary
meaning so commonly used in statutory interpretation cases, as Professors Miller and
Sinclair have each demonstrated. See Geoffrey P' Miller, Pragmatics and the Maxims of
Statutory Interpretation, 1990 Wis. L. REV. 1179, 1220-24; M.B.W. Sinclair, Law and
Language: The Role of Pragmatics in Statutory Interpretation, 46 U. PITT. L. REV. 373, 391-
92 (1985). Ordinary meaning is no less a linchpin for successful communication in claim
construction than it is in statutory interpretation.
63 35 U.S.C. § 111 (requiring patent application), § 131 (requiring patent examination)
(2000).
6 See generally R. Polk Wagner, Reconsidering Estoppel: Patent Administration and
the Failure of Festo, 151 U. PA. L. REV. 159, 194-209 (2002) (explaining the importance of
using information-forcing rules during patent examination to maintain the "integrity" of
patent law's links among "innovation, disclosure, and patent scope").
As Professor Cotropia cogently demonstrates, the most efficient place to accumulate
claim construction information from the patentee is in the resulting patent itself. Cotropia,
supra note 15, at 83. Five years ago, Professor Thomas quite rightly critiqued the way that
reliance on prosecution history documents from outside the patent itself, which are
voluminous and costly to obtain, distorts the claim construction process. See Thomas, supra
note 39, at 200-16. He also proposed specific changes that would incorporate needed
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The Federal Circuit strives to stay true to the Supreme Court's insistence
that the patent document itself remain claim construction's lodestar, with mixed
results. Time and again the Federal Circuit observes that "evidence intrinsic to
the patent-particularly the patent's specification, including the inventors'
statutorily required written description of the invention-is the primary source
for determining claim meaning." 6 The court has also, however, looked outside
the patent document for interpretive aid (usually to a general purpose English
language dictionary) with increasing frequency. This increased reliance on
dictionaries and the like for claim construction aid appears rooted in a desire to
obtain adequate information about the meaning of claim terms to people having
ordinary skill in the art (the necessary vantage point 67) without falling prey to
biased advocacy masquerading as expert testimony. The watershed Telegenix
case speaks openly in these terms, contrasting objective reference sources
(which offer "unbiased reflections of common understanding") with expert
testimony (which is classed with material "colored by the motives of the
parties" and "inspired by litigation").69 Whatever its root cause(s), the court's
great appetite for more reliable claim construction inputs points out a need for
Patent Office action. And the Patent Office has the power to act by making the
patent itself a better claim construction resource.
A. Patent Office Power Over Procedure
The Patent Act gives the Patent Office the power to "establish regulations,
not inconsistent with law, which.. . shall govern the conduct of proceedings in
the Office,",70 i.e., to make procedural rules that have the force and effect of law
for those who seek patent protection by filing an application with the Office.
Given the procedural focus of this congressional grant, one might fairly wonder
whether the Patent Office's power extends to requiring applicant disclosures
that will determine the substantive scope of the resulting patent. Are such
information from the prosecution history into the resulting patent document. Id. at 231-36.
In a sense, this paper simply follows the trail that Professor Thomas blazed.
65 Astrazeneca AB v. Mutual Pharm. Co., 384 F.3d 1333, 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2004); see,
e.g., Jack Guttman, Inc. v. Kopykake Enters., Inc., 302 F.3d 1352, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2002);
Renishaw PLC v. Marposs Societa' Per Azioni, 158 F.3d 1243, 1250 (Fed. Cir. 1998);
Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996); Autogiro Co. of
Am. v. United States, 384 F.2d 391, 397-98 (Ct. Cl. 1967).
66 See Miller & Hilsenteger, supra note 38 (manuscript at 24-29) (documenting
increase in Federal Circuit use of objective reference sources from April 1995 to June 2004).
67 See, e.g., K-2 Corp. v. Salomon S.A., 191 F.3d 1356, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 1999);
Multiform Desiccants, Inc. v. Medzam, Ltd., 133 F.3d 1473, 1477 (Fed. Cir. 1998); Cole v.
Kimberly-Clark Corp., 102 F.3d 524, 531 (Fed. Cir. 1996).
68 See Miller & Hilsenteger, supra note 38 (manuscript at 20). The court's need for
expert information pushes it to seek expert help, and the same lack of expert information
leaves the court ill-equipped to separate useful technical information from partisan cant (or
worse). The resulting approach-avoidance conflict is endemic to court use of expert
testimony. See Ronald J. Allen & Joseph S. Miller, The Common Law Theory of Experts:
Deference or Education?, 87 Nw. U. L. REV. 1131, 1131-33 (1993).
69 Tex. Digital Sys., Inc. v. Telegenix, Inc., 308 F.3d 1193, 1202-03 (Fed. Cir. 2002).
70 35 U.S.C. § 2(b)(2)(A) (2000) (emphasis added).
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disclosure rules procedural in the relevant sense? If so, the Patent Office has the
power to promulgate them.
The scope of the Patent Office's procedural power is best measured by the
nature of the proceedings it is commanded to conduct-that is, patent
examination proceedings. The Patent Act provides that, when it receives an
application for patent, the Patent Office "shall.cause an examination to be made
of the application and the alleged new invention" to assess its patentability
under the Act.7 1 The applicant receives a patent "if on such examination it
appears that the applicant is entitled to a patent under the law." 72 "It is," in
short, "the PTO's duty to assure that the statutory requirements for patentability
are met."73 To perform this duty, the Patent Office must construe the scope of
each claim under review, for only then can it adjudge whether the claimed
invention is useful, new, nonobvious, and properly supported by the remainder
of the patent specification.74 Patent examination thus entails claim construction.
And the Patent Office, having been charged with patent examination, has the
power to structure its proceedings to ensure efficient and accurate claim
construction.
7' 35 U.S.C. § 131 (2000) (emphasis added).
72 Id.
73 In re Morris, 127 F.3d 1048, 1054 (Fed. Cir. 1997). The Patent Office recognizes
that this basic duty is central to its mission. See U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, DEt"T
OF COMMERCE, PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT: FISCAL YEAR 2003, at 15,
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/annual/2003/2003annualreport.pdf [hereinafter
PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT: FISCAL YEAR 2003] ("The core process of the
Patent Organization is the examination of an inventor's application for a patent by
comparing the claimed subject matter of the application to a large body of technological
information to determine whether the claimed invention is new, useful, and non-obvious to
someone knowledgeable in that subject matter.").
Sadly, the Patent Office also badly distorts its performance of this duty by viewing
patent applicants, rather than the general public, as its "customers." See, e.g., U.S. PATENT &
TRADEMARK OFFICE, DEP'T OF COMMERCE, FISCAL YEAR 2002 CORPORATE PLAN 15 (2001),
http:www.uspto.gob/offices/com/corpplan/fy2002/FY2002CorpPlan.pdf [hereinafter FISCAL
YEAR 2002 CORPORATE PLAN] ("The mission of the Patent Business is to help customers get
patents."). Commentators have noted that this "help customers get patents" approach likely
leads to underscrutinized patent applications. See, e.g., Edited & Excerpted Transcript of the
Symposium on Ideas Into Action: Implementing Reform of the Patent System, 19 BERKELEY
TECH. L.J. 1053, 1112-13 (2004) (remarks of Prof. Mark Lemley). I fear that the "help
customers get patents" approach also impedes the Patent Office from ensuring that the
disclosures it mandates from applicants keep pace with the information demands that the
claim construction case law points up.
14 See 35 U.S.C. §§ 101, 102, 103, 112 paras. 1-2 (2000) (referring throughout to "the
invention"); Rockwell Int'l Corp. v. United States, 147 F.3d 1358, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 1989)
("The first step in any invalidity or infringement analysis is claim construction."); In re Van
Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 1184 (Fed. Cir. 1993) ("It is axiomatic that the claims define the
invention which an applicant believes is patentable."); In re Wilson, 424 F.2d 1382, 1385
(C.C.P.A. 1970) ("All words in a claim must be considered in judging the patentability of the
claim against the prior art."); see also MANUAL OF PATENT EXAMINING PROCEDURE, supra
note 12, at §§ 2111, 2173.05 (providing examiners with claim construction principles). See
generally SCHECHTER & THOMAS, supra note 6, chs. 3-6, for background on the utility,
novelty, nonobviousness, and written disclosure requirements.
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Many of the Patent Office regulations governing patent applications
appear designed to facilitate an examiner's efficient comprehension of the
scope of the applicant's proposed claims.7 5 For example, to implement the
Patent Act's open-textured mandate of a specification that describes the
invention and ends with numbered claims, 76 the Patent Office details both the
materials the specification must contain and the order in which those materials
must be arranged.77 Similarly, to implement the Patent Act's broadly framed
provision allowing for illustrative drawings, 78 the Patent Office maintains
highly detailed regulations governing the form and content of patent
drawings.7 9 All these regulations, each of which more or less directly affects
the substantive scope of the resulting patent rights, are framed with the primary
goal of structuring the examination process to facilitate accurate and efficient
patentability assessments. These rules are thus procedural, i.e., they are
designed not to shape the primary behavior of inventors (e.g., inventors'
decisions to invent new solutions to problems or, instead, use known solutions),
but rather to improve the accuracy and efficiency of inventors' engagement
with the government officials who assess their legal rights.
80
Most interestingly, for purposes of this discussion, the Patent Office has
already promulgated a procedural rule that directly targets helping an examiner
readily understand the words in the claims. Specifically, the Patent Office
expressly requires that a patent application "[b]e in the English language or be
accompanied by a translation of the application.., into the English language
together with a statement that the translation is accurate." 8 1 This rule, by
making the very words in which the applicant frames the claim more readily
accessible to the patent examiner, clearly helps the Office more accurately and
efficiently determine the scope of the claim to which the applicant asserts an
entitlement. And the rule, by dictating the very language in which they are
75 This analysis is adapted from Miller & Hilsenteger, supra note 38 (manuscript at 49).
76 35 U.S.C. § 112, paras. 1-2.
77 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.71-1.75 (prescribing content), 1.77(b) (prescribing arrangement)
(2004).
7' 35 U.S.C. § 113 (2000).
79 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.83-1.84 (2004).
80 I owe the formulation to LAWRENCE B. SOLUM, PROCEDURAL JUSTICE 19-21, 20 n.49
(Public Law & Legal Theory Research Paper Series, Research Paper No. 04-02, 2004),
http://ssrn.com/ abstract=508282. See also Hanna v. Plumer, 380 U.S. 460, 475 (1965)
(Harlan, J., concurring) (One can distinguish substantive and procedural rules "by inquiring
if the choice of rule would substantially affect... primary decisions respecting human
conduct."); S.A. Healy Co. v. Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District, 60 F.3d 305, 310
(7th Cir. 1995) (Posner, J.) (A state rule has a substantive goal if it is "designed to shape
conduct outside the courtroom and not just improve the accuracy or lower the cost of the
judicial process."); Thomas W. Merrill, The Common Law Powers of Federal Courts, 52 U.
CHI. L. REv. 1, 46 n.200 (1985) ("Substantive rules... guide the conduct of persons outside
the courtroom, before they are drawn into litigation. By negative implication, 'procedural'
rules are those that would not affect behavior in. . . 'everyday, prelitigation life."').
"1 37 C.F.R. § 1.52(b)(ii) (2004); see also 37 C.F.R. § 1.52(d) (2004) (requiring English
translations of non-English applications). There is a similar provision requiring translation of
any non-English documents that parties submit in an interference proceeding at the Patent
Office. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.647 (2004).
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written, just as clearly determines the substantive scope of the resulting patent
claims.
How, then, are these Patent Office rules generally rooted in the Federal
Circuit's claim construction jurisprudence? On at least one recent occasion, the
Patent Office has adjusted its patent application content rules to take account of
the Federal Circuit's post-Markman cases. Specifically, in June 2003, the
Patent Office modified the longstanding rule requiring an "Abstract" in every
application, 82 first promulgated in 1966, 83 to conform the rule to the Federal
Circuit's claim construction case law.84 From 1966 to 2003, the rule requiring
an abstract had ended with the statement that "[t]he abstract shall not be used
for interpreting the scope of the claims." 85 In Hill-Rom Co. v. Kinetic Concepts,
86Inc., however, the Federal Circuit concluded that, notwithstanding the text of
the Office's abstract rule, there was "no legal principle that would require [it] to
disregard [a]j potentially helpful source of intrinsic evidence as to the meaning
of claims. ' 8 The Patent Office expressly relied on Hill-Rom to explain its
deletion of the final sentence in its 2003 revision to the rule.88 This admittedly
minor rule change, informed by Federal Circuit case law, sets a useful
precedent for further improvements to the patent document.
B. Deploying Procedural Power for Substantive Benefit
The mere fact of a power's existence does not, of course, justify any
particular exercise of it. Nor does the Federal Circuit's apparent desire for
improved claim construction inputs by itself warrant any particular Patent
Office response. Patent Office action to augment the patent disclosure in the
specific ways suggested here is justified, however, by two companion
considerations. First, issued patents are themselves a form of commercial
regulation, albeit in property rights form, and, as a result, the public is entitled
to see them made as clear and predictable in scope as is practicable. Second, the
particular additions to the patent document I propose will, for a small cost
increase imposed on patent applicants, yield large cost savings for the general
public, as well as some offsetting savings for applicants.
82 37 C.F.R. § 1.72(b) (2004).
83 Rules of Practice in Patent Cases, 31 Fed. Reg. 12,922, 12,922 (Oct. 4, 1966) (to be
codified at 37 C.F.R. pt. 1).
84 Changes to Implement Electronic Maintenance of Official Patent Application
Records, 68 Fed. Reg. 38,611, 38,614 (describing new rule), 38,621 (Comment 18), 38,628
(text of new version of 37 C.F.R. § 1.72(b)) (June 30, 2003) (to be codified at 37 C.F.R. pt.
1).
85 See, e.g., 37 C.F.R. § 1.72(b) (1967); 37 C.F.R. § 1.72(b) (1983); 37 C.F.R. § 1.72(b)
(2003).
86 209 F.3d 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2000).
87 Id. at 1341 n.*.
88 Changes to Implement Electronic Maintenance of Official Patent Application
Records, 68 Fed. Reg. at 38,614, 38,621. Interestingly, this amendment brings the text of the
abstract rule full circle. When it was first proposed in 1966, the rule did not include the
statement that the Patent Office would not use the abstract for claim construction. Rules of
Practice in Patent Cases, 31 Fed. Reg. 4412, 4412 (proposed Mar. 15, 1966) (to be codified
at 37 C.F.R pt. 1).
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That issued patents are commercial regulations that govern the general
public's conduct is not open to serious question. 89 An issued patent claim,
conferred by a government agency after a process that excludes public
participation, 90 empowers its owner credibly to assert that others may not
compete with it in the market space covered by the patent claim.9 1 And the
Federal Circuit has recently reaffirmed that one who knows about a patent has a
duty of care to avoid infringing it, although an adverse inference that any
infringement was likely willful no longer flows from the mere failure to obtain
a lawyer's opinion about the scope of the patent.92 The fact that patents are
commercial regulations-indeed, nationwide regulations with several
extraterritorial effects93-- counsels that patent claims, the operative regulatory
language, should have a clear and predictable scope. The Patent Office is
primarily responsible for obtaining (or failing to obtain) this result.
Both due process norms and the economic analysis of property law support
the view that claim scope should be predictable. On the due process side, a law
89 See John R. Thomas, The Responsibility of the Rulemaker: Comparative Approaches
to Patent Administration Reform, 17 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 727, 741-44 (2002); MARK A.
LEMLEY, PROPERTY, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, AND FREE RIDING 56 (John M. Olin Program
in Law and Economics, Working Paper No. 295, 2004), http://ssrn.com/abstract =582602.
Professor Ghosh shows that, notwithstanding patent's plainly regulatory nature, we often
prefer to talk of it in social contract terms by invoking the grand quid pro quo metaphor that
appears in the case law. See SHUBHA GHOSH, PATENTS AND THE REGULATORY STATE:
RETHINKING THE PATENT BARGAIN METAPHOR AFTER ELDRED 3-11 (Aug. 9, 2004),
http://ssm.com/abstract-574141. This "patent as social contract" approach can be especially
distracting where, as here, we are trying to ascertain how readily the general public should
be able to interpret a legal instrument (namely, the patent) that it had no hand in formulating.
90 See 35 U.S.C. § 122(c) (2000) (barring pre-grant "protest" or "opposition"
proceedings). I confess to wry amusement that, on the one hand, the process for obtaining a
patent-with its exclusion of the public and resulting self-authored, government-backed
power to chase others from the market-produces about 180,000 utility patents a year but
attracts little more than the proverbial yawn, while, on the other hand, allegations that Vice
President Cheney's energy task force secretly let energy business players effectively write
self-dealing legislation spawns federal litigation and howls of protest. See Linda
Greenhouse, Justices' Ruling Postpones Resolution of Cheney Case, N.Y. TIMES, June 25,
2004, at A19; Don Van Natta, Jr., Enron's Many Strands: The Overview, N.Y. TIMES, Jan.
31, 2002, at A l.
91 A particular patentee's assertion may, of course, be wrong, either because the
patentee mistakes the scope of its claims or because the asserted claims ought never'to have
been granted in the first place. In this sense, patent rights are probabilistic, conferring more
of a right to sue than a right to exclude. See Herbert Hovenkamp et al., Anticompetitive
Settlement of Intellectual Property Disputes, 87 MINN. L. REv. 1719, 1761 (2003); Joseph
Scott Miller, This Bitter Has Some Sweet: Potential Antitrust Enforcement Benefits from
Patent Law's Procedural Rules, 70 ANTITRUST L.J. 875, 881-82 (2003); MARK A. LEMLEY
& CARL SHAPIRO, PROBABILISTIC PATENTS 2 (John M. Olin Program in Law and Economics,
Working Paper No. 288, August 2004) (prepared for J. ECON. PERSPECTIVES),
http://ssm.com/abstract-567883.
92 Knorr-Bremse Systeme Fuer Nutzfahrzeuge GmbH v. Dana Corp., 383 F.3d 1337,
1343 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (en banc).
93 See 35 U.S.C. § 271 (2000). For a concise discussion of patent infringement rules
involving extra-territorial conduct, see Timothy R. Holbrook, Territoriality Waning? Patent
Infringement for Offering in the United States to Sell an Invention Abroad, 37 U.C. DAVIS L.
REV. 701, 717-23 (2004).
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is constitutionally infirm if it is so vague that the public is left to guess at the
boundary between blameless and culpable conduct; fundamental fairness
requires that public legal obligations pass a basic clarity threshold.94 The
Supreme Court sounded just this theme in Merrill v. Yeomans, observing that
"nothing can be more just and fair, both to the patentee and to the public, than
that the former should understand, and correctly describe, just what he has
invented, and for what he claims a patent."95 On the economic analysis side, it
is well-accepted that clearer property boundaries promote efficiency by
lowering the transaction costs associated with bargaining over rights. 96 Whether
one views the matter through the lens of due process or efficiency, patent
claims should have boundaries that are as clear and predictable as is
practicable.
The only general question that remains is whether there are steps that the
Patent Office can take to improve the form and content of the patent document
and that offer a social benefit large enough to cover the added cost to patent
applicants. Given that many patents will never be enforced by their owners or
consulted by the public, it would of course be foolish to mandate new
disclosure rules so exacting that the increased cost of patent preparation
swamps any predictability benefit that the changes would produce. This cost-
benefit analysis is an important one that any reform proposal must confront, as
Professor Lemley demonstrated in his much-discussed 2001 essay on the
balancing of benefits and costs in improving patent quality. 97 The additional
disclosures I propose will produce benefits far in excess of their costs. The
estimates upon which I base my conclusion are admittedly limited by the lack
of solid data on the frequency and cost of patent licensing negotiations, as well
as the near-impossibility of monetizing the inefficiencies, static and dynamic,
generated by uncertain claim scope. Even with these limitations, however, I
think the estimates make a compelling case for the wisdom of enhancing patent
disclosures in the way I propose.
The primary cost of compelling the additional disclosures in the patent
document that I enumerated earlier, apart from the cost of promulgating the
94 See generally 3 RONALD D. ROTUNDA & JOHN E. NOWAK, TREATISE ON
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-SUBSTANCE AND PROCEDURE § 17.8, at 104-07 (3d ed. 1999);
LAURENCE H. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW § 12-31 (2d ed. 1988). The
importance to patent law of this vagueness constraint on public regulation has grown as the
scope of patentable subject matter has expanded to embrace expressive activities that raise
First Amendment concerns. See John R. Thomas, Liberty and Property in Patent Law, 39
Hous. L. REv. 569, 580-92 (2002) (documenting the expansion of patentable subject matter
into areas of expressive activity).
" 94 U.S. 568, 573-74 (1877).
96 See, e.g., ROBERT COOTER & THOMAS ULEN, LAW AND ECONOMICS 87-94 (3d ed.
2000). As Professor Moore has argued, "[U]ncertainty in the boundaries of the patent
holder's property right.. . will divert resources from innovative efforts (research and
development) to enforcement (transaction or litigation costs), decreasing the value of the
property right and thereby decreasing its efficacy as a means for promoting innovation."
Kimberly A. Moore, Forum Shopping in Patent Cases: Does Geographic Choice Affect
Innovation? 79 N.C. L. REv. 889, 928 (2001) (footnote omitted).
97 Mark A. Lemley, Rational Ignorance at the Patent Office, 95 Nw. U. L. REv. 1495
(2001).
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disclosure regulation itself, is the increased cost of preparing a patent
application for its initial filing. 98 How big is this cost likely to be? Of the four
types of information I propose adding, two-the field of art and problems
solved-can be disclosed at virtually no extra cost, because a patent lawyer has
already assessed these matters en route to forming an adequately grounded pre-
filing legal judgment about the patentability of the inventor's claims.99 Of the
remaining two types, one-a list of preferred objective reference sources-can
also be formulated and disclosed at very low cost.I0 0 The final type, a list of
explicit definitions for all claim terms to which the inventor attaches an other-
than-ordinary meaning, is the one most likely to impose noticeable increased
drafting costs. Using the added time it would take to formulate these new
disclosures as the primary cost-driver, let us assume for the sake of discussion
that the disclosures I propose would result in a 5% increase in patent
preparation costs.101 What does that mean in dollar terms?
According to the American Intellectual Property Law Association's
("AIPLA") most recent biennial survey of, among other things, patent
prosecution and litigation costs, the national median costs of preparing and
filing "relatively complex" applications in the three main technological areas
are as follows: (a) biotechnology/chemical, $10,001; (b) electrical/computer,
$9,995; and (c) mechanical, $8,001.1 02 The average median cost across these
technologies is $9,332.33. A 5% increase translates to $466.62 per application.
The Patent Office receives just over 330,000 utility patent applications a10310
year, about 28% of which are continuation applications, l10 i.e., applications
98 Like Professor Thomas, I do not put much stock in the notion that a modest increase
in patent application costs will drive many people away from the patent system in favor of
trade secret protection, or diminish the general level of innovation: "our experience suggests
that the demand for patent examination services is relatively inelastic." Thomas, supra note
89, at 743.
Once again, I draw heavily here on Miller & Hilsenteger, supra note 38 (manuscript at
54).
" See infra Part IV.
100 See Miller & Hilsenteger, supra note 38 (manuscript at 55).
101 I think this estimate is on the high side, and thus leads to an overstated cost. If,
however, the benefits of the proposal appear to outweigh even this overstated cost, the
proposed change is all the more likely to yield a net social benefit.
102 AM. INTELLECTUAL PROP. LAW Assoc., REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC SURVEY 2003, at
88 tbl.21 (2003) [hereinafter REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC SURVEY 2003].
103 See PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT: FISCAL YEAR 2003, supra note
73, at 106 tbl. 1, http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/annual/2003/2003annualreport.pdf.
104 The principal empirical study of these applications reports that, during fiscal years
1993-1998, "28.4% of the utility, plant, and reissue (UPR) applications filed in those years
were not new or original applications, but were continuing applications claiming the benefit
of the filing dates of previously filed applications." Cecil D. Quillen, Jr. & Ogden H.
Webster, Continuing Patent Applications and Performance of the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, II FED. CIR. B.J. 1, 3 (2001); see also id. at 16 tbl.1. The Quillen &
Webster data group utility patent applications with plant and reissue applications. Only the
utility applications, however, are of interest in this study. Their 28% figure remains a good
estimate for continuing applications for utility patents alone because reissue and plant patent
applications make up such a small portion of the total number of applications filed in a given
year. For example, in fiscal year 2003, the Patent Office received 331,729 utility
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that simply re-initiate the examination process on an application that had
already been filed at least once before. 10 5 Of course, an application will entail
the added disclosure costs only the first time it is filed. Using the 5% increase
assumption, the estimated annual increase in total preparation costs
$110,868,912.106
Would augmenting the patent disclosure in the ways I propose allow us to
capture a social savings of at least $110.8 million per year? I think it would.
The first source of savings will go directly back to the applicant's bottom
line-namely, reduced costs in the remainder of patent prosecution. The patent
examiner's improved ability to assess the scope of the claims that the applicant
has proposed should translate into more focused (i.e., cheaper) exchanges
between the applicant and Patent Office. The size of this savings is hard to
estimate, but it doubtless exists.
Another source of savings would be court cases that are not filed at all
because greater agreement on the likely construction of an arguable claim term
makes litigation unnecessary. And, because litigation is quite expensive, even a
small number of avoided infringement suits generates considerable savings.
According to the AIPLA's most recent biennial survey, the national median
cost of a full patent trial in which $1 to $25 million is at risk is $2 million per
side, i.e., $4 million.10 7 If 28 such trials are avoided every year, the new rule
has both paid for itself and yielded a small social benefit; additional avoided
trials are pure benefit. Given that about 1,900 utility patent infringement cases
are filed every year, 10 8 and that about 95 of these cases are fully tried, 10 9
avoiding 28 trials seems unlikely. Avoiding, for example, five such trials seems
reasonably likely and would generate a savings of $20 million, i.e., 18% of the
increased cost of greater disclosure.
In addition to helping avoid full trials, an improved patent document
should help litigation parties settle their cases earlier than they otherwise would
and thereby save costs. The national median cost of taking through discovery a
patent infringement case in which $1 to $25 million is at risk is $1,001,000 per
side, i.e., about $2 million.' 10 If discovery costs are cut in half in 111 median-
cost cases per year (or cut by a quarter in 222 median-cost cases, etc.), the new
applications, 785 plant applications, and 938 reissue applications. PERFORMANCE AND
ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT: FISCAL YEAR 2003, supra note 73, at 106 tbl.1,
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/annual/2003/2003annualreport.pdf Similarly, in
fiscal year 2002, the Patent Office received 331,580 utility applications, 1,134 plant
applications, and 974 reissue applications. Id.
105 For a concise explanation of continuation applications in U.S. patent practice, see
Quillen & Webster, supra note 104, at 4-6.
106 (330,000 applications per year) x (72% originally filed) x ($466.62 per application)
$110,868,912.00 per year.
107 See REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC SURVEY 2003, supra note 102, at 93 tbl.22.
108 See Moore, supra note 96, at 902 (indicating that, from 1995 to 1999, U.S. district
courts resolved about 1,900 cases per year).
109 See Kimberly A. Moore, Judges, Juries, and Patent Cases-An Empirical Peek
Inside the Black Box, 99 MICH. L. REV. 365, 384 tbl.l (2000) (reporting that from 1983 to
1999, the annual number of full patent trials ranged from a low of 73 to a high of 112, with
an average of 95).
110 See REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC SURVEY 2003, supra note 102, at 93 tbl.22.
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disclosures have paid for themselves. With an annual patent infringement case
filing rate of 1,900, it appears feasible to save discovery expenses in an amount
sufficient to cover the increased patent preparation costs of these new
disclosures.
Another source of savings would be less costly license negotiations. The
savings mechanism, as with avoided litigation, is greater agreement among the
parties on the likely construction of an arguable claim term. There are virtually
no reliable data about how many of the roughly 180,000 patents that issue each
year1 I are licensed for revenue. Professor Lemley, in his study of the costs
and benefits of various patent law reform proposals, estimates that about 3.5%
of issued patents are licensed for revenue without litigation, and that the cost to
an industry of negotiating a license with the patentee is $100,000.113 Using
these assumptions, along with my admittedly subjective estimate that the
enhanced disclosures I propose will lower that licensing cost by 2%, the annual
savings is $12,600,000." 4 This licensing savings alone covers 11% of the
increased patent preparation cost of my proposal. Using a licensing cost
discount of 10%, which I think is a more likely figure, the enhanced disclosures
generate an annual licensing cost savings of $63,000,000,"' i.e., 57% of the
estimated increase in annual patent preparation costs.
Finally, a key source of savings would be avoided dead weight loss arising
from more effective competition against patentees from those who have
designed around their patents. An improved patent document will reduce the
uncertainty of a competitor's analysis of the scope of the claim; the reduced
uncertainty will, in turn, facilitate more rapidly achieved and more numerous
design-arounds. Competition from these design-arounds will help drive down
the patentee's price to marginal cost sooner than would otherwise occur,
thereby helping trim dead weight loss. I cannot begin to estimate the size of this
effect, but it is hard to believe that it would fall below $110.8 million per year
in an economy, like ours, with an annual GDP of about $11 trillion.
Importantly, the savings from enhanced certainty take nothing from
patentees that they are entitled to keep. One of the core policies underlying the
public notice function that clear claim language serves is the desirability of
facilitating design-arounds by the patentee's competitors. 1 6 As the Federal
Circuit once put it, "Designing around patents is, in fact, one of the ways in
which the patent system works to the advantage of the public in promoting
.. See PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT: FISCAL YEAR 2003, supra note
73, at 106 tbl.1, http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/com/annual/2003/2003annualreport.pdf
(reporting annual number of allowed patents for 1999-2003).
112 See Lemley, supra note 97, at 1507.
13 Id. at 1507-08.
114 (180,000 patents per year) x (3.5% licensed) x ($100,000 per license) x (2% savings
per license) = $12,600,000 savings per year.
115 (180,000 patents per year) x (3.5% licensed) x ($100,000 per license) x (10%
savings per license) = $63,000,000 savings per year.
116 See Mark A. Lemley & Kimberly A. Moore, Ending Abuse of Patent Continuations,
84 B.U. L. REv. 63, 95 n.126 (2004); Craig Allen Nard, A Theory of Claim Interpretation, 14
HARV. J.L. & TECH. 1, 40-43 (2000).
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progress in the useful arts, its constitutional purpose." 1 7 To improve the
helpful information shown on the face of the patent, and thereby make it a
better input for its own construction, helps us capture savings that belong to the
public.
The most important assumptions of the foregoing analysis are that the
additional disclosures proposed here will cause only a small increase in patent
preparation costs, and greatly enhance the patent document's value as a claim
construction input. Indeed, unless they enhance the clarity and predictability of
patent claim boundaries, the disclosures I suggest have no purpose. All that
remains is to consider the degree to which the new disclosures I propose will
make claim construction more predictable.
IV. SITUATING THE INVENTION WITHIN THE RELEVANT ART
Nearly every patent fits within a context of numerous prior art solutions to
the problem that the new invention solves. The printed publications that reflect
the state of this prior art at the time the invention was made also show how
artisans in the field address each other in their favored idiom. It is no surprise,
then, that the courts have recognized prior art documents, such as issued patents
and technical publications, as a helpful claim construction resource. In
Markman, the Federal Circuit explained that "the state of the prior art at the
time of the invention.., is useful 'to show what was then old, to distinguish
what was new, and to aid the court in the construction of the patent.""' 18 Prior
art that the patentee has cited within the patent itself is especially helpful in
claim construction.'9 It is also true, however, that one can properly construe a
claim by consulting prior art beyond that which the patentee cited or the Patent
Office considered. 1
In view of the established value of prior art to claim construction, it is
passing strange that the Patent Office does not, at the very least, require an
applicant to state on the face of the patent the field of art to which the claimed
invention pertains. Such a statement would help anyone who wants to construe
the patent's claims to more readily identify documents that show actual usage
in the field.
What does the Patent Office require? The relevant rules require the
applicant to state, in addition to the claims, a "[d]etailed description and
, - ,121
specification of the invention, a "brief abstract of the technical disclosure in
117 Slimfold Mfg. Co. v. Kinkead Indus., Inc., 932 F.2d 1453, 1457 (Fed. Cir. 1991).
118 Markman v. Westview Instruments, 52 F.3d 967, 980 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc)
(quoting Brown v. Piper, 91 U.S. 37, 41 (1875)), aff'd, 517 U.S. 370 (1996).
119 See, e.g., Kumar v. Ovonic Battery Co., 351 F.3d 1364, 1367-68 (Fed. Cir. 2003).
120 See Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1584 (Fed. Cir. 1996)
("[A] court in its discretion may admit and rely on prior art proffered by one of the parties,
whether or not cited in the specification or the file history. This prior art can often help to
demonstrate how a disputed term is used by those skilled in the art.").
121 37 C.F.R. § 1.71 (2004).
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the specification,"' 122 and a "brief summary of the invention indicating its nature
and substance."' 23 In addition, in stating the order in which the parts of an
application should be arranged, the rules call for a "[b]ackground of the
invention" but do not indicate what the "background" should convey.'24
Why, then, do some patents begin with a patentee's statement of the field
of art to which the invention pertains? For example, the most recent of the three
patents I discussed earlier-the '884 patent-states on its face that it "relates
generally to the field of protective garments, and more particularly to an
improved surgical gown configuration."'125 The answer lies in the rules that
govern examiners, not applicants, set forth in the Manual of Patent Examining
Procedure ("MPEP").
Specifically, the MPEP indicates that the "Background of the Invention"
section of an application should contain both a "Field of the Invention"
statement-"[a] statement of the field of art to which the invention pertains"-
and a "[d]escription of the related art." 126 Examiners are told that this
arrangement for the disclosure is "preferable."'' 27 Patentees, however, are free
to disregard this guidance from the MPEP, because it "does not have the force
and effect of law."'128 As a result, while some instructional books for new patent
lawyers indicate that a patent application should state the invention's field of
art,129 others quite openly recognize that a statement of the field of art is not
required and may recommend that it be avoided. For example, a Practising Law
Institute treatise on patent drafting, in a section called "What the Background
Section Should Not Include," quotes the MPEP information noted above and
gives the following advice:
There is no benefit to be obtained [for the applicant] from specifying the
"Field of the Invention." Identification of the "field of the invention" can
hurt the applicant. If the field of invention is described very broadly, this
can be interpreted to be an admission that anything within the broad
description is analogous art and can be used to reject the claims under 35
U.S.C. § 103. If the field of the invention is described unduly narrowly,
122 37 C.F.R. § 1.72(b) (2004). The purpose of the abstract is "to enable [one] to
determine quickly from a cursory inspection the nature and gist of the technical disclosure."
Id.
123 37 C.F.R. § 1.73 (2004).
124 37 C.F.R. § 1.77(b)(5) (2004). As the patents discussed earlier indicate, patentees
often use this section to describe the shortcomings of the prior art. See supra notes 15-30
and accompanying text.
125 U.S. Patent No. 6,671,884, col. 1, Ins. 8-10 (issued Jan. 6, 2004).
126 MANUAL OF PATENT EXAMINING PROCEDURE, supra note 12, § 608.01 (c).
127 Id. § 608.01(a). A pro se applicant seeking information from, e.g., the Patent Office
website would find the same advice in A GUIDE TO FILING A NON-PROVISIONAL (UTILITY)
PATENT APPLICATION, http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/utility/utility.
htm#background (last modified Jan. 18, 2005).
128 Refac Int'l, Ltd. v. Lotus Dev. Corp., 81 F.3d 1576, 1584 n.2 (Fed. Cir. 1996).
129 See, e.g., STEPHEN A. BECKER, PATENT APPLICATIONS HANDBOOK § 1:14 (2004).
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then the scope of the claims may be interpreted during litigation to be of
commensurate narrow scope.130
According to this treatise, then, precisely because a statement of the field of
invention can help the public construe the claim language, the patentee should
not provide one. The treatise gives similar advice about the wisdom of
describing the related art. 1
31
It is common ground, or should be, that, to properly counsel a client on the
patentability of an invention and to competently draft a patent application, the
lawyer must know the range of prior art that is pertinent to the claims (even if
she does not know every prior art item that falls in that range). This range of art
is vital to claim drafting, as well as to the novelty and nonobviousness analyses.
It is also clear, in generic terms, how far the range of pertinent prior art
extends: The courts have long held that the pertinent prior art includes items
that are either (a) from the same field of endeavor as the claimed invention, or
(b) reasonably pertinent to the specific problems with which the inventor is
involved.132 The Patent Office should therefore require every applicant to state,
on the face of the patent, this same basic information-namely, the field of art
for the claimed invention, and the problem(s) that the claimed invention helps
solve. The cost to applicants of the added disclosure would be minimal,
because the lawyers who advise them will already have a considered view on
these points. With the benefit of these explicit pointers to the pertinent prior art,
anyone construing a claim term from the patent can focus on documents that
show actual usage in the pertinent art with confidence that the documents are
highly relevant to claim construction.
One may fairly wonder whether the Federal Circuit, in the wake of a
Patent Office rule change of the type I propose, would treat these additional
patent disclosures as having the great weight I ascribe to them. After all, one
might argue, the example used earlier to show that the Patent Office takes
regulatory steps to hew to the Federal Circuit's claim construction case law-
namely, the Patent Office's modifying its abstract rule in the wake of the Hill-
Rom case 33-proves that the Federal Circuit does not feel bound in the least by
Patent Office claim construction rules. It is true that, in Hill-Rom, the Federal
Circuit rejected the contention that it was bound by the then-current abstract
rule's limiting language, 34 according to which "[t]he abstract shall not be used
for interpreting the scope of the claims."'1 35 But the reason the Federal Circuit
gave for disregarding the abstract rule is far more important to the fate of the
new rules I propose than the specific result in that case. According to Hill-Rom,
130 JEFFREY G. SHELDON, How TO WRITE A PATENT APPLICATION § 7.5.7.2, at 7-58
(supp. 2001).
131 Id.
132 See In re Bigio, 381 F.3d 1320, 1325 (Fed. Cir. 2004); In re Clay, 966 F.2d 656,
658-59 (Fed. Cir. 1992); In re Deminski, 796 F.2d 436, 442 (Fed. Cir. 1986); In re Wood,
599 F.2d 1032, 1036 (C.C.P.A. 1979).
133 See supra notes 82-88 and accompanying text.
134 See Hill-Rom Co. v. Kinetic Concepts, Inc., 209 F.3d 1337, 1341 n.* (Fed. Cir.
2000).
13' 37 C.F.R. § 1.72(b) (1983).
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the paramount policy of using every interpretive clue that the patent disclosure
provides trumped the abstract rule's purported limits: speaking of the abstract,
the court stated it was "aware of no legal principle that would require us to
disregard that potentially helpful source of intrinsic evidence as to the meaning
of claims."'' 36 The court's approach in Hill-Rom is hardly surprising, given the
many cases in which it has held that a patentee is bound in subsequent litigation
by her statements in the intrinsic patent record. 137 The new disclosure rules I
propose here take advantage of the Federal Circuit's decided preference for
binding a patentee to the statements she makes on the face of her patent by
mandating and recording additional informative statements from the patentee.
The Federal Circuit will embrace, not reject, these disclosure rules and make
full use of the new information they generate.
Patent applicants, at the time they file their applications, know (or should
know) the two additional pieces of information identified here that help put a
claimed invention in its technological context, i.e., a patentee's express
statements of a field of art and the problems solved. Given the ease with which
the patentee can provide this information at very small added patent preparation
cost, and the way the information directly promotes more accurate claim
construction, the Patent Office should require patentees to disclose this
information to the public in all cases.
V. FORCING A LEXICON AND REFERENCE SOURCE INFORMATION
It is axiomatic that, absent sufficient indications to the contrary in the
specification or the prosecution history, the courts give claim terms their
ordinary and accustomed meanings to people skilled in the art."' This
approach, which originates in regional circuit law more than 60 years old, 139 is
136 Hill-Rom Co., 209 F.3d at 1341 n.*.
137 See, e.g., Springs Window Fashions LP v. Novo Indus., L.P., 323 F.3d 989, 995
(Fed. Cir. 2003) ("The public notice function of a patent and its prosecution history requires
that a patentee be held to what he declares during the prosecution of his patent."); Vectra
Fitness, Inc. v. TNWK Corp., 162 F.3d 1379, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 1998) ("The public is entitled
to rely upon the public record of a patent in deternining the scope of the patent's claims.");
Key Pharm. v. Hercon Labs. Corp., 161 F.3d 709, 716-17 (Fed. Cir. 1998) ("Competitors
are entitled to rely on the public record of the patent, and if the meaning of the patent is
plain, the public record is conclusive."); Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576,
1583 (Fed. Cir. 1996) ("Competitors are entitled to review the public record, apply the
established rules of claim construction, ascertain the scope of the patentee's claimed
invention and, thus, design around the claimed invention."); see also Riverwood Int'l Corp.
v. R.A. Jones & Co., 324 F.3d 1346, 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2003) ("This court and its predecessor
have held that a statement by an applicant during prosecution identifying certain matter not
the work of the inventor as 'prior art' is an admission that the matter is prior art.").
138 See, e.g., ResQNet.com, Inc. v. Lansa, Inc., 346 F.3d 1374, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2003)
("A fundamental principle for discerning the usage of claim language is the ordinary and
accustomed meaning of the words amongst artisans of ordinary skill in the relevant art at the
time of invention.").
139 See Universal Oil Prods. Co. v. Globe Oil & Ref. Co., 137 F.2d 3, 6 (7th Cir. 1943)
("[W]ords will be given their ordinary and accustomed meaning unless it appears that the
inventor used them differently.").
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settled law at the Federal Circuit. 40 Indeed, the Federal Circuit has recently
underscored its commitment to the ordinary meaning default, referring to a
"heavy presumption in favor of the ordina 7 meaning of claim language" in
more than 20 cases over the last three years.
It is also axiomatic that a patentee is free to be her own lexicographer, i.e.,
to provide her own definitions for claim terms in the balance of the
specification. 42 "The caveat is that any special definition given to a word must
be clearly defined in the specification." 14' And this caveat has been, so far as I
am concerned, the greatest single source of unpredictability in the Federal
Circuit's post-Markman case law.
The reason that any special definition must be provided with sufficient
clarity is plain enough: only a clear and deliberate special definition gives
people of ordinary skill in the art, to whom the patent is directed, adequate
notice of the change from ordinary meaning.144 Operationalizing the requisite
clarity for special definitions, however, has proved anything but plain. On the
one hand, a leading claim drafting guide recommends that any special
definition for a claim term be provided in the form, "As used in this description
and in the appended claims, the word ' means ' _. 145 On the other hand,
we know from everyday life that a writer can alter a word's meaning simply by
consistent, targeted usage throughout a document.
In a small number of post-Markman cases, the Federal Circuit flirted with
the notion of requiring expressly definitional syntax to specially define a claim
term-most clearly in Johnson Worldwide Associates v. Zebco Corp.146 The
140 See Renishaw PLC v. Marposs Societa' Per Azioni, 158 F.3d 1243, 1249-50 (Fed.
Cir. 1998); Kegel Co. v. AMF Bowling, Inc., 127 F.3d 1420, 1427 (Fed. Cir. 1997); Bell
Communications Research, Inc. v. Vitalink Communications Corp., 55 F.3d 615, 620 (Fed.
Cir. 1995); In re Paulsen, 30 F.3d 1475, 1480 (Fed. Cir. 1994); Nike Inc. v. Wolverine
World Wide, Inc., 43 F.3d 644, 646 (Fed. Cir. 1994); Carroll Touch, Inc. v. Electro Mech.
Sys., Inc., 15 F.3d 1573, 1577 (Fed. Cir. 1993); Intellicall, Inc. v. Phonometrics, Inc., 952
F.2d 1384, 1387 (Fed. Cir. 1992); Envirotech Corp. v. Al George, Inc., 730 F.2d 753, 759
(Fed. Cir. 1984).
141 See Miller & Hilsenteger, supra note 38 (manuscript at 10).
142 Citations for the point are legion. See, e.g., Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc.,
52 F.3d 967, 980 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc) ("As we have often stated, a patentee is free to
be his own lexicographer."), affd, 517 U.S. 370 (1996).
143 Id.
14 See In re Paulsen, 30 F.3d at 1480.
145 ROBERT C. FABER, LANDIS ON MECHANICS OF PATENT CLAIM DRAFTING § 19, at III-
15 (4th ed. supp. 2001).
146 Johnson Worldwide Assocs. v. Zebco Corp., 175 F.3d 985 (Fed. Cir. 1999). In
Johnson Worldwide, explaining why it rejected the accused infringer's contention that two
key claim terms had been narrowly defined in the specification, the Federal Circuit surveyed
its cases and concluded that there are "two situations where a sufficient reason exists to
require the entry of a definition of a claim term other than its ordinary and accustomed
meaning." Id. at 990. The first of these occurs where "the patentee has chosen to be his or
her own lexicographer by clearly setting forth an explicit definition for a claim term." Id.
(emphasis added); see also Teleflex, Inc. v. Ficosa N. Am. Corp., 299 F.3d 1313, 1327 (Fed.
Cir. 2002) ("[A] patentee demonstrate[s] an intent to deviate from the ordinary and
accustomed meaning of a claim term by redefining the term or by characterizing the
invention in the intrinsic record using words or expressions of manifest exclusion or
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court has since held, however, that a patentee can specially define a claim term
not only expressly by a definitional statement, but also tacitly by, e.g.,
describing a particular structure as a part of "the invention" or as a key to "all
embodiments." 147 As the court explained in the SciMed case, "the written
description can provide guidance as to the meaning of the claims, thereby
dictating the manner in which the claims are to be construed, even if the
guidance is not provided in explicit definitional format." 148 The court's ad hoc
approach to determining whether the patent specially defines a claim term
comports with our everyday experience that we can often infer a more
specialized word meaning from usage of that word in a particular document.
This approach also preserves the likely expectations of patentees who obtained
patents free of the strictures of a more exacting approach. The price of the
court's flexibility, however, is far more uncertainty in litigation, and thus in
business planning. It is hard to predict whether the courts will accept or reject
the contention that a given patentee's usage in the specification rises to the
level of a special definition for a claim term. 14 9 The Federal Circuit has
acknowledged the quandary, for itself and the public, thus:
Interpretation of descriptive statements in a patent's written description is
a difficult task, as an inherent tension exists as to whether a statement is a
clear lexicographic definition or a description of a preferred embodiment.
The problem is to interpret claims "in view of the specification" without
unnecessarily importing limitations from the specification into the
claims. 150
This "inherent tension" cannot be solved within the current framework's
indulgence for tacit special definitions.
restriction, representing a clear disavowal of claim scope."); York Prods., Inc. v. Cent.
Tractor Farm & Family Ctr., 99 F.3d 1568, 1572 (Fed. Cir. 1996) ("Without an express
intent to impart a novel meaning to claim terms, an inventor's claim terms take on their
ordinary meaning.").
147 SciMed Life Sys., Inc. v. Advanced Cardiovascular Sys., Inc., 242 F.3d 1337, 1342-
44 (Fed. Cir. 2001).
148 Id. at 1344 (rejecting SciMed's argument that, under Johnson Worldwide, only an
express definition limits the meaning of a claim term); see also Bell Atd. Network Servs.,
Inc. v. Covad Communications Group, Inc., 262 F.3d 1258, 1268 (Fed. Cir. 2001)
("However, a claim term may be clearly redefined without an explicit statement of
redefinition.... In other words, the specification may define claim terms 'by implication."').
149 E.g., compare Phillips v. AWH Corp., 363 F.3d 1207, 1212-14 (Fed. Cir. 2004)
(accepting arguments that patent implicitly specially defines a disputed claim term), vacated
for en banc review, 376 F,3d 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2004), E-Pass Techs., Inc. v. 3Com Corp., 343
F.3d 1364, 1368-69 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (same), Alloc, Inc. v. Int'l Trade Comm'n, 342 F.3d
1361, 1368-71 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (same), and SciMed Life Sys. Inc., 242 F.3d at 1340-45
(same), with TI Group Auto. Sys. (N. Am.), Inc. v. VDO N. Am., L.L.C., 375 F.3d 1126,
1136, 1138 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (rejecting arguments that patent implicitly specially defines a
disputed claim term), Liebel-Flarsheim Co. v. Medrad, Inc., 358 F.3d 898, 904-09 (Fed. Cir.
2004) (same), Kumar v. Ovonic Battery Co., 351 F.3d 1364, 1368-72 (Fed. Cir. 2003)
(same), ACTV, Inc. v. Walt Disney Co., 346 F.3d 1082, 1090-93 (Fed. Cir 2003) (same),
and Teleflex, Inc., 299 F.3d at 1327-28 (same). Many more instances of each type of case
could be listed; this small sample, however, suffices to make the point.
150 E-Pass Techs., Inc., 343 F.3d at 1369.
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The Federal Circuit's jurisprudence of autolexicography is a jurisprudence
of doubt. Predictability finds no refuge in it. The Patent Office, with its plenary
power over the patent document, can bring far greater predictability to claim
construction by implementing two additional disclosure rules that will cut
through the fog of tacit special definitions.
First, the Patent Office should amend the rules governing patent content
and format to require that every patent contain a lexicon section. In this new
lexicon section, an applicant would be. required either (a) to provide an
exclusive, exhaustive list of express definitions for any claim term to which the
applicant gives a meaning other than it ordinary meaning to people having
ordinary skill in the art, or (b) to state that none of the claims terms has a
meaning other than its ordinary meaning to people having ordinary skill in the
art.'This new lexicon would work seamlessly with the existing claim
construction approach that examiners employ, i.e., giving claim terms the
broadest reasonable meaning consistent with the specification (including any
special definitions therein).' It would also focus applicants on the need to
make clear, from the outset, when they are using claim terms in an
unconventional way. Later, whether in licensing or litigation, both the patentee
and the public would know that it is not open to anyone to argue that a claim
term missing from the lexicon has a special definition based on arguable
vagaries of usage within the patent being construed. The argument would not
be available because the patentee's own statements in the patent, which are
binding, would foreclose it.
152
Second, to help both patent examiners and the public obtain more reliable,
predictable sources that show the ordinary meaning of claim terms at the time
the application was filed, the Patent Office should amend its rules to require
that every patent list, on its face, the patentee's preferred objective reference
sources (i.e., dictionaries, encyclopedias, and technical treatises). Anyone who
wants to learn more about a claim term's ordinary meaning can then consult the
prior art and the objective reference sources the patentee has listed, confident
that, in litigation, the courts would consult the same sources. This confidence
would arise, again, from the binding nature of the patentee's statements in the
patent.153 A co-author and I have discussed the costs and benefits of this
specific proposal in detail elsewhere. 54 For present purposes, it suffices to
emphasize that this additional disclosure is likely to impose only minimally
increased patent preparation costs. Patent drafters who regularly consult
reference sources in preparing patents, as the handbooks urge, have merely
to identify the materials already at hand. Patent drafters who are not in the habit
of consulting reference sources will quickly settle on the most suitable sources
for the arts in which they practice.
151 See, e.g., In re Thrift, 298 F.3d 1357, 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2002); In re Hyatt, 211 F.3d
1367, 1372-73 (Fed. Cir. 2000); In re Morris, 127 F.3d 1048, 1055-56 (Fed. Cir. 1997).
152 See supra note 137.
153 See supra note 137.
154 See Miller & Hilsenteger, supra note 38 (manuscript at 10).
' See, e.g., FABER, supra note 145, § 19, at 111-16; SHELDON, supra note 130, §
6.3.5.1.3, at 6-32.
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These two additional disclosures will doubtless cost applicants more to
provide than the two art-related disclosures described above. These disclosures
also promise, however, profound enhancements to the predictability of claim
construction. By requiring every patentee to put on the face of every patent
both a lexicon that eliminates the search for implicit special definitions and a
list of objective reference sources on which the public (including the courts)
can rely for evidence of ordinary meaning, the Patent Office will make every
patent a far more informative claim construction resource.
VI. CONCLUSION
The basic patent document contains the types of information that it does
not by accident, or through Providence, but because the Patent Office, using a
power delegated by Congress, requires that it do so. Judges, who come to claim
construction disputes long after Patent Office rules have forced the patent's
disclosure into a given shape, are relatively powerless to make the patent
document a more informative claim construction input. The Patent Office, by
contrast, has plenary authority to mandate a form of patent disclosure that both
informs the relevant art and clearly defines the patentee's right to exclude
others, all at a reasonable cost to patent applicants and patent readers alike.
Within the broad outlines drawn by the Patent Act, the Patent Office is thus
responsible for any basic shortcoming in the form of the patent disclosure that
hinders the claim construction process.
Ten years of claim construction case law, when consulted by one who
seeks to learn lessons about how the instrument itself can be improved, have
taught us much about the present patent document's shortcomings. The Patent
Office, heeding these lessons, should make every patent a better aid to
predictable construction by requiring patentees to provide further information
that casts much needed light on the claim construction inquiry. Well counseled
patentees already possess this information-fields of art, problems solved,
lexica for specially defined terms, and objective reference sources for
remaining terms. Compelling applicants to disclose all the helpful information
they possess as a matter of routine, and placing it on the face of the patent
document, will yield predictability benefits that far outweigh the small increase
in patent preparation costs.
Until the Patent Office lights this candle, there is little else for restive
observers to do but curse the darkness of chaotic post-Markman case law.
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To all whom, i4t y co en:
Be it known that I, ThOMas A)ASON, of
the nited States Navy,altizenof the United
States, and a resident of the city of Now York,
5 borough of Brooklyn, in the county of Kings
and State of New York, have invented a new
and Improved Distance or Range Finding In-
strument, of which the following is a lull,
clear, and exact description.
so This invention relates to distance or range
finding instruments; and iteonsista, substan-
tially, in the construction, organization, and
combinationof parts hereinafterparticularly
described, and pointed out in the tlatins.
i$ Though applicable to other purposes in the
arts, my improvements are intended more es-
eiosily for use upon marine vessels and the
ike; and the principal object of the inven-
tion is to provide an instrument of this kind
2o whereby the captain or other navigator of
the vessel is enabled to ascertain atanytime
thedistanoeof thevessel from a given distant
point ahead-as a lighthouse, for instanoc-
and also to likewise ascertaln the distanc the
aS vessel wilt be from such point when abreast
of the same.
" A further object of the invention Is to pro-
vide an effective and reliable instrument of
the charmter referred to which is simple in
3o its construction and organization, besides not
liable to get out of order, and possessing the
capacity for long and repeated service
The above and additional objents are at-
tained by means substantially such as are
35 illustrated in the accompanying drawings, in
which similar cbaracters of reference Indi-
cate corresponding parts in all the views.
Figu re lisa plan view of one embodiment of
my improved device or instrument, said view
40 illustrating a certain bearing or observation
as having been taken by the navigator. Fig.
2 is a similar view of a sligbtly-difforent em-:
bo4lment of the instrument, said view also
indicating as having been taken i like eb-
45 servation or bearing to that shown In Fig. 1;
and Fig. 3 is a transverse sec5tional view In
detail representing tho constrction and or-
ganization of co6perative elements or parts
of the instrument.
So Before proceeding with a more detailed de-
seription it may be stated.that. my improve-
mentS are based upon the well-known princl-
glee of plane trigonometry, and in the em-odimenta thereof herein illustrated I prot-
erablyomploya board or chartwhieh in sbape $
or configuration is practicallya right-angled
parallelogram made up of approximately two
squares lying one in advance of the other In
a horizontal plane, the said. board or chart
bing mounted in position at any convenient 6o
and proper place on the vessel, as will be
fully app arent from the description horein-
after following. In order that similar ob-
servatious and calculations mar be made
from either side of the vessel with equal ef- 65
feet, 1 preferably construct the device or In-
strument in duplicate, and it will be under-
stood, of course, that while I have heroin
represented a certain preferred embodiment
of my improvements I do not in tend to limit 70
myself to the details thereof in practice, since
immaterial changes therein may be made
coming within thosopeofny Inveution. The
upper surface of the board or chart is ofspecial
embodiment, whereby theresultdesired inay .75
be had from the instru meet, and in some in-
stances I preferably employ specially con-
structed and organized movable elements.or
parts codperatively applied to said board or
chart, whereby the navigtor is enabled to go
make somewhat more frequent observations
and calculations than may be possible with
the board or chart alone.
Specific reference being had to the draw-
ings, and more especially to Fig. I thereof, S
the numeral I Indicates thedistance or range
finding Instrument in entirety, the same com-
prising substantially a squareboard orohat
having "the upper surface thereof centrally
divided in. the direction of the course of the 90
vessel by a line 2 the said surface being thus
practically costiltuted of duplicate oblongs
or parallelograms, eal made up by said line
2 and an outer edge 3 of the chart, together
with equal parts of theforwardand rearward 9t'
edges 4 and 5, respectively, of said chart.
Each of the parallelograms is in aturn eonsti- "
tated or made up of approximately twO
squares 43 and 7, ofwhich the dotted lines S!
constitute the division or separation, one of mo
said squares being in advance of the other,
as shown, relatively to the course or direction
followed by the vessel, and. intersecting the
rearward Inner angle 9 of each parallelogram
. 210 Vol. 9:1
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748,587
with the most distant outer angle thereof is
a diagonal pointer or indicator line 11, which
practically divides the parallelogram into d u-
plicate right-angled trlanglesof each of which
$ the said Indicator-line 11 may besaid-toeon-
stltute the hypotenuse. This line and the
lines 2 and 8, as well as all the other lines to
be hereinafter mentioned, may be formed
either by marking the surface of the chart in
1o some contrasting color or else by both scor-
ing and marking such surface, as shown at
12, for instance. These duplicate pointer or
indicator lines 11 radiate from practically a
common center 13, and at the outside of or
x5 to the right and left of each of them aread.
ditional lines, (indicated from 14 to 20, inclu-
sive,) these said lines extending inwardly a
suitable distance from the corresponding
edge 3 of the chart, as shown, and those of
so each set or series being spaced apart for sub-
stantially equal distances, also as shown.
Formed or provided on the surface of the
board or chart of the instrumeut, near to the
rearward edge 6 of the chart, is also a line 21,
z5 which I denominatethe "abreast" line, since
the principal calculations or observations are
made with reference to what the distance of
the vessel will be from a lighthouse or other
determinate object 22 ahead when said line
30 Is abreast of such object, this distance being
termed the "beam" distance, as Is under-
stood.
By previous calculation I ascertain the
value possessed by each of the diagonal lines
35 referred to in its angular relation to the ob-
ject and abreast line, and I denote such value
alongside the line either decimally or other-
wis, as indicated from a to h, inclusive, and
likewise I also place alongside each line a
4o suitable character denoting dlfferent degrees
of the course of the vessel-as indicated from
a' to V', inclusive, for instance--and thus, as
hereinafter mentioned, am I enabled also-at
any time to ascertain the bearing of the
45 vessel.
It may be explained by way of example
that when the moving vessel has reached a
point in her course to bring the distant ob-
ject 22 into coincidence with either of the
So pointer or indicator lines 11, for instance, a
note is made in the log of the vessel, and
then, supposing that at or about the time the
object is caused (by continued travel of the
vessel) to be brought Into coincidence with,
55 say, the line 15 (this line representing one-
half the distance the vessel. has to go to be
abrmst) it is desired to know what the beam
distance will be, all that is necessary to do is
to ascertain from the log how far the vessel
6o has traveled in the interim, and If the log
shows the distance to be, say, ten miles, then
by simply doubling this distance the result
will be twenty miles, of course, which is the
distance the vessel will be from the object
65 when passing abreast of the same, and in like
manner may the desired result be obtained
when theobservation Ismade from anyof the
others of the said lines of either series thereof,
as will be understood.
At the time ,of ascertaining the beam dis- 7o
tance, as explained, if the value alongside
*the second line of observation be multiplied
by the number expressing the beam distance
then the distance of the object from the ves-
sel on that line will also be had, and, more- 75
over, it will also be seen that the characters
alongside the said line Indicating the degrees
will also give the bearing of the ship.
As shown in Fig. 2, [ also employ a board
or chart 23, substantially Identical in all re- So
speta with the one already described; but I
also employ In eonnection with the setorseries
of lines of each parallelogram a set or series
of rods 26, preferablyshown as three in num-
ber (although the number may be varied) 8s
and which also radiate from practically a
common center, at which they are pivoted,
as shown, the rods of each set or series being
adapted to be moved or swung into alinement
or registry with the lines 11, 14, and 17, if 9
desired, by which the same observation al-
ready described may be taken with the reds
the same as with the lines; but the said rods
are made use of more especially for obser-
vations at such times as the distant object 95
22 may be located intermediate of any two
of such lines, as will be apparent. Thus the
rods of each series are shown as in interme-
diate positions for such purpose, and it will
be understood that the'desired resulta way zoo
be easily obtained numerically by simple
mental calculation. In order to move the
rods of each series to any position desired,
any suitable means may be employed, shown
herein preferably in the form of a block or xo5
slide $0, each having on the inner face there-
of a longitudinal substantally rounded offset
or projection 31, fitting and working within
a sulstantially semicylindrical guide 8"
therefor, set within the material of the board ts
or chart along the corresponding edge 3 there-
of. Each slide is provided with a set-screw
33 or other means for securing the same at
different positions of adjustment, and the
upper surface of each slide is provided with itS
a series of rotatable eyes or similar devices
34, through which the free ends of the rods
work in the various movements imparted
thereto in adjusting the slide foreffecting dif-
ferent observations in the manner and for tmo
the purpose hereinbefore fully explained.
The upper surface of each block is provided
intermediate the rods with regularly-spaced
pins or projections 35, by which observations
may also be made similarly as by the rods t5
themselves.
It will be noted that the surface of the
board or chart at the inner side of the hy-
potenuse or line 11 of each of the right-an-
gled triangles is plain or without lines or 13o
other characters, thus enabling calcutlat w~s
or observations to be readily made without
confusion, as is apparent.
Having thus described my invention, I
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claim as new and desire to secure by, Letters
Patent-
1. A distance-finding instrument for ma-
rine vessels, comprising practically a paral-
5 lelogrammlc chart having theiion a diagonal
line and an abreast lne, said lines and an
edge of the chart forming a right-angled tri-
angle, the chart also having thereon other di-agoIai lines extending inwardly from. said
so edge intermediate said, first-mentioned di.
agonal line and the abrem-t line, each of the
diagonal lines referred to having alongside
thereofa numerial designationof the bearing.
of the vessel, on that line, and also having. a
S$ similar designation of the angular relation of
said line to a distant object and the abreast
line, the surface of 'said chart, at the inner
side of the first-mentioned diagonal line, be.
lIg.plain or devoid of lines. ..
go 2. A distance-finding instrument for ma-
rine vessels, comprising practically a paral-
lelogrammic chart having thereon a diagonal
line and n" abreast line, said lines and an
edge of the chart forming a right-angled trI-
25 angle, the'chart also having thereon other di-
agona lines extending inwardly from said
edge intermediate, said first-mentioned dia%-
onal line and the abreast line, each of the di-
agonal lines referred to having alongside
30 thereof a numerical designation of the bear-
ing of the vessel, on that line, and also hav-
Ing a similar designation of the angular re-
latiun of said line to a distant ohject and the
abreast line, and said chart being further pro-
3S vided with a series of pivoted rods radiating
substantially from the point of intersection
of the abreast line with the said first-men-
ttoned diagonal line,the surface of said chart,
at the inner side of the first-mentioned dlng-
.40 onal line, being plain or devold of lines,
8. A distance-finding instrument for ma-
rine vessels,, eomprising practically a parai-
lelogrammle chart having thereon a diagonal
line and an abreast line, said lines and an.
45 edge of the chart forming a right-angled tri-
angle, the.chart also having thereon other di-
agonal lines extending Inwardly from said
edge interiediate said first-mentioned diag-
ona line-iid "the abreast line, each of the
So lines referred to having alongside thereof a,
numerical designation of the bearing of the
vessel, on that line, and also having a.similar'
designation of the angular relation of said
line to a distant object and the abreast line,
5s and said chart being further provided with a
series of pivoted rods radiatIngsubstantially
from the point of intersection of the abreast
line with the said first-mentioned diagonal
line, combined with means for simultane-
ously moving said rods, and means for scour- 6o
lg them in different positions.
.4. A .distance-finding instrument foruma-
rine vessels, comprising practically a paral-
lelogrammic chartbaving two of the most dis-
tant angles thereof intersected by a diagonal 65
.line, and provided with an abreast line, and
also having other diagonal lines Intermediate
the first-and said-abreast line, each of said
diagonal lines having alongside thereofa nu-
merical designation of the bearing of theves- 70
sel, on that line, and .also. having a similar
designation of the angular relation of said
line to a distant object and the abreast line,
and said chart being further provided with
aseries of pivoted rods radiating substan- 75
tially from the same center as said diagonal
lines, and adapted, to be moved to different
positions on thesurface of the chart, and a
slidable adjustable blockwith which the rods
have movable connection. o- .. I
5.. A distance-finding Instrument for ma-
rine vessels, comprising practically a paral-
lologrammie chart having two of the most dis-
tant angles 0hereof intersected by a diagonal
line, and provided with an abreast line, and, 85
also having other diagonal lines intermediate
the first and said abreast line, each of salid di-
agonal lines having alongside thereof a nu-
.merical designation of the bearing of the ves-
sel, on that line, and also having a similar 9
designation of the angular relation of said
.line to a distant object and the abreast line,
and said ehart being further provided with
a series of pivoted rods radiating substan-
tally from the same center as said diagonal 95
lines, and adapted to be moved to different
positions on the surface of the chart, and a
.slidableadjastable block with whichthe free
ends of the rods have movable connections,
said block havingon the upper surface there- too
of projections which are Intermediate the
.rods.
In testimony whereof I have signed my
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IDelware
Application July 29, 1950, Serial No. 176.2M7
a Cams (C. 1-3)
1
This Invention relates to a positioning devis
for a stapling machine Afapt to position fabric
wicks around wire wick supports in preparation
for stapling the wicks to the supports.
The stapling machine Itself does not constitute
part of my invenlion; it may be of any conven-
tional type., power- or hand-operatet], and pref-
erably Includes provision for automatically feed-
ing staples to the dies as is well known in the art.
My device is designed to provide a simple and
economical means for poWtinig wicks and wick
holders in such a machine in preparation for the
stapl' operation, and to permit ready removal
of the stapled wIck-and-wick-support assembles-
It is particularly adapted to handle wicks and
supports such as are employed to diffuse deodor-
ant or perfuming vapors from a liguld contained
In a bottle into the air of a room.
Such wicks are usually strips ot woven or
felt fabric doubled over and Stapled to a wire sup-
port. The latter is of a suitable shape, s4ze and
material to retain the wick by friction In the
feck of the bottle at any desired height A typical
wick may, for example, be a felt strip 12-14
inches long, %-1 inch wide and M-Yt inch thick.
but these dimensions are not lmittng.
bly device consists essentially of a long nar-
row bme plate with means to position the for-
ward end firmly about the lower te or anvil of
the stapler, a sliding member mounted in guides
on the base plate and having a hook or other
means at the forward end to engage a wick suv-
port, a tension spring or other devie at the rear
end for retracting the sliding member, a detent on
the sliding member and a trigger on the base
plate for holding the sliding member in extended
position, and guide means mounted on the base
Plate for guiding a wick and asmlated support
into stapling position.
One embodiment of my invention is described
In detal in the following disclosure and in the
drawings, but these are intended to be Illustrative
only and not to limit the invention, the scope of
which is defined in the appended claims.
In the drawings:
Pig. I represents my positioning device mount-
ed on a conventional foot-operated stapling
machine;
Fig. 2 Is a plan View of my device with the
eliding member in extended position and a wick
and wick support in place;
Pig. 3 is an end viem of MY device as seen
viewing Fla, 2 from the right, but without the
wick and wick spp=ort;
Ig. 4 is a side elevation of my device a see
viewi Pig. 2 from the trlaer side;
2
7ig. 5 is a plan view of the forward end of my
device with the sliding member retracted, show-
ing a wick and wick support In position after
stapling; and
a Fig, 6 is a perspective view of a wick-and-wlek-
support assembly before placing in ly position-
Ing device.
Base plate I Is provided with an annular boss !
at Its forward end having set screws 2 by which
10 It Is firmly mounted on the lower die or nvl 4
of the stapling machine. The base plate Is alto
provided with guides S In which slides the slid-
ing member S. An eyebolt 7 Is mounted on the
rear and of the base plste.
15 Sliding member S Is provided with a hook a
at its forward end, a wedge-shaped detent S
near Its center and en erabolt I0 just behind the
detent. A tension spring It connects eye-bolt
7 and eyabolt i, and tends to retract slide 6 to
20. the left, as Shown in the drawings.
Mounted on base plate I is a trigger i pivoted
between posts 43. A compression spring I urges
the outer end of the trigger upwards to bring its
inner end into engagement with detent S when
25 sliding member 6 is drawn to the right as seen
in the drawings, and thus to retain the slid-
ing member In this position against the pull of
spring 11.
Also mounted on plate I Is a suide assembly
10 for guiding a partially assembled wick and
0 wick support when my device is in use- This gude
assembly consists of two short channel bars I6
mounted on the base, a cros bar I I bridging
them at thecr forward ends and two adjusting
screwsW i with asociated looknuts. The channel
a5 bars IS are preferably mounted at a slight con-
verging angle with channels facing each other as
shown.
My device Is shown In ft. .i mounted on a
conventional stapler operated by a pedal 19. Do-
d preston of the pedal operates the stapling head
l by means of pitman 21. The stapling head 20
is pivoted at 22. It includes a device for feeding
staples to upper die 23.
In operating my device a wick 24 is loosely
46 threaded through the upper loop 25 of a wire
wick support 26 with one end of the wick extend-
i some 2-4 inches further than the other, as
shown In Fg 0. Si ding member S is drawn for-
ward untif detent S is engaged by trigger 12, and
so loop 2S is passed over hook 8 as shown in Pig. 2.
The outer end of trtgaer i is depressed, relea-
Ina sliding member 6 which is retracted by spring
If. This draws the wick and Its wire support
through guide assembly IS, thus folding the wick
nstsiy over the sport by acain of the bar #I.
2005]
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forcing toghe the p 21 of the bowed e of commitaug.resilient biasing means acting on the
the support and positioning the wick and support aldtns member to urge It towards the stapling
tlps under the upper stapler die 23. Depression position, the eliding member being manually re-
of stapler head 20 by means of pedal It then In- Cdproembte towards the loading position. and com-
wt a staple I8 through both layers of wick and a pising reta nlng means for retainin the slid-
clinches it aroind-tips 27 of appongl~az shown Ing- Member ogalnyt the bias in loading position,
in Pi. 5. Wick .and 'sldi m Fbe, are ti 5i 4 dFet mb cmpiking & trigger and a
dravwn foward until trigrer It again engages do- detent.
tent 0 and the stapled wick-and-wick support asz<'- .4. A potation' z devie for use with a Stapling
semblY Is removed from hook 8. 'The "ece lin 1 provided with an anvi. said device com-
then ready for a repetition of t S f itn r . sit elongated base plate provided with
From the above description It wil be cleae'r Mebans comprising an annular bowe at its forward
thoaw akilledIn the art that varlzunu4Iont OP OP41Vor A-zad, saftrng said base plate about the
may be introduced into my devife deprtn frok, aJLUof a.tplg , iachine, an elongated sliding
the scope of my invention as defined ln the claIms. 15 iiembei 3dp44 td oreciprocate lengthwlse of the
I claim: bae at. In guides mounted on the latter, bias-
1. A positioning device for iii " stagmn uistig- the sliding member rear-
machine having a die and an anvil, said'devlce." xf. Pf the base plate. a detent on the alidins
comprising a se plate. a dliding member, guide member cooperating with a trigger on the base
means therefor, the base plate having at one end 20 Plate t q rwele ly. retai the slidinm member
means Bar metjiin& l1 ftrziin oat~~. 0i'ie m~'bd 10o forward. Ocaion means at~lhe
tionwit rcpec totl~ airil f te sapln~iaZ (3rt&id""1 tile ld n'g ni~ibei for reiovtibly
m .~~~~~~~~~~~..... ' . .Mai): ~brw~hitahd ika "
chine, the slidingi inerhber ben elrcbpn attaching i 164zledw-iick suppo~rt through which
guide means on the base plate relatfi- t e hs bm .- a wick to be stapled. and 'ad-
anvil fromn a luotng poiin _ astpl 41o- 26 dltilitl 051 s~fPiilde and top par-
ltiori anid having at Its forward eind P5nn ip tolI positioned, on tht Ouise Plate that when
removably attaching a, wick to hbe 4pd i the Ofiin member with attached wicu and, wick
meas t wcksupport, And ditio ud suiPikttrtacoted b y the 'biasing* means, the
means adJacent he aiWsUrr Oninte wick':and;V&tic part are d±'awn'through'said
of travel o the. wick, and Mounted on The $6g addi.tti l "guid meanr and positioned for sta-
plate, thie additional guide means bigsps
tioned with rolatlon' to* th 4Pn411 tht V h leip 4 _ac W. CAMRN
roca tlon of the sliding aeimber- wit., attac ••d
wick and wick sOpprtfo the odrgpitn inheJ fti ptt
to the stapling poiin eh wicktioe 'will in.eb bit Meotis a
drawn through- said ndd!ia I de means And UNf'itz StAIV PA~tilN1
positioned with respect to the anvilfrsapig Number Iam Ma
e. A positoning devic  as.def e. in claim 1 -.503 ,?1 SmIth -- - Aug. , 1924
comprising resilient blasz i eTi acln n the I937 PhilipsIA----------Mar. 12, 1925
slidtnz mmber to urge It in one diraeloi of its "0 X,0, 2au ,ns -. .... _ r_ _ ,a. i941
trovel, the sding mnbei beig iiivyly rec p 21.848 Poler W . ar. 2 ; 194
rocaibi I e 1 the hi dtreotloii f its Prmave1 -AI~5 I----------an1,14
t- A PO&ilinn5:devIce as deMfed In claim i 2,1165 £tndtroM!f Feb. 8, 19491
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I
METHOD FOR DEFINING ARFAS OFA
PROTEhC11VE GARMENT SUIUETED TO
STRETCHING FORCES WHEN WORN BY
WEAiRER
TE'lHNICAL 1U.) OF THU INVEN'lION
im present inventitm relttes generally to the field (if
protective garments. and more particularly to an imprmcd
satigical sowrt cogUratroit.
BACKGROUND
Irolclive g armunts such as rgical gown,; are well
known.' "he uefulness of these garments is g;enerally jifitu-
nettmd by a number of fctors, suvch as breathability, reis-
tanct to fluid flow. batrier protection qtaltfics, etc., Comfort
of the gtrment is also an importantt fctor, For example, a
surgical own ma st be comfortable to a person uearing the
garment for extenderd bouns.
Factors affecting the comfort of the gaintent include the
st etch popertics, softness, and breathability of the garament
nariAl MateiAls Iltt are soft, stretc)ANe, and ,hrathable
are typically more comrortable than materiab that do not
have those chta riuks.
Conventional disposable surgical gowns arc commonly
corstrwied from a notwoven fabric. 'br gown body section
is generally a singllar piece of material, u.v is composed of
a number of panels of material attached together, for
example. a front panel and attached side panels that also
delite. a ack sectton of the gown. Sleeves art attached to the
gown bxdy by any number of knrown tcbniqucs> An
exatple of a surgical gown made using raglan-type sleevres
attached to a one piece gown body is the Lightweight Gown
(product code 90751) from Ktmberly-Clark, Corp. of
1h,tah. Wis., USA. When a gown of this typ is dottJed and
the wearer's arms are extemnded ottware in front of the torso
asd croksed, the fabric in the back,4woIuafrea is tetsirted
and fet as a restrictive rce againist the wearer's shotldets..
'IbLs restrictive force is most often identifted by wearers in
the area where ihe gown btly fabric joins the hack and
Uindrs-itle of thea sleves,
A co mofln methoti to attempt to reduace tr1iev restric-
tive forces is to incorgorate more fatc in the areas placed
under tension6, such as via pleals, or inserted secondary
patches. Another approach suggested in the art is to con-
strict tie gown body out of an elasiatneric or recoverable-
str-etch material so that when the fabric is subjected to the
restrictive forces (the forces encountered by a non-
elastnmieric fabric), the fabric elongate. Various elastemerdc
nonwoven materials and fabrics are available for such
purpose, including laminates of a onwovien web and clas-
trmnric trm,
A drawback of making the entire gown body, or entire
panel portions, of an elastomeric material is that such
realerials are significantly more costly, Ad thus add to the
overall cost of the product add healtheare in geerial.
•h prte.ent invention relates to a unique lethoid for
precisely determining the areas of a protective garment that
are subjected to tensile stretching forcs so that such airas
may be substituted with an clastomeric material.
SUMMARY
Object; and advantages of the inventiun will tb set firrh
in the following description, or may be obvious from the
description, of mDay be learned through practice of the
invention,
The present invention relates to a method ur lful in
making a unique cnrliguration of a poticcive gatnvt.
lpatic-ularly a slltgical gown, wherein palches of ectlsiblo
malerial are fslecively provihd in ih gown in fl areas of
4 maximum stress i.e,, ftlt areas sub jictd to At maximurn
stetchtlng force when wean by a weame), '1the exel ble
patch areas ar completely s rroaed Iy tlte retnainitng
tate1ria of tbe twt (getrally a nten-extetrsible ttawrial)
and, tlus, may he thought of ihlatds" of exxtcnsiblc matetial
to strategically located in the gown. In one particular
embodiment, the ptedeftied areas of str.ss that at f4aced
under a tensile stretching force when the garment is won arc
located in the back shou lder portions of the gown body It is
in this area that the exen.cible material patches arc diposel.
r In the embodiment wherein the hack portion oftlh gown is
open and defined by back panel sections. an extemsible
material panel is provided in each of the back stoulder
portions of each pantel.
The method according to the invention allows foe rela-
if lively precise definition of the areas of a garmnt that are
slbjected to tensile stretching for", when wor by a wearer
under rairrntl conditions. Once ilemified, these areas may
tre stlsailrted with elmilittie materiel. In 5 prcess as
described herein, the stressed areas may be empitically
determined and mapped out on the gown body for subsc-
quent replacement with extensible material patches.
"hc s'xrensilt Material p4tChcs re 010t litited to ary
particular shape. In one particular emboditment. the patches
are cresvent shaped and pecrally follow the contenr of the
Ssleeve openlings in the Vaon bodvy In another cnrodint.
the extensibic material patches art gererally elongated
members having a longitudinal dimension greeter than a
laterl dimension. "Io precise Shape of the patches can be
empirically determined as described herein.
It should h e appreciated that a garm,4 ia particular a
surgical gown, onstruced in accordance with the invention
is not limited to arty partieula type of materials. Crnven-
tiotwal materals for fming rte body and siuves of a gwi
am well known to those skillet in the art, and any such
mAterial nisy be taeetl for a gown in aoordanoe witlh the
present invention. ikewise. thers are a rtiimnier of elaw-
oteric exten.ible 4aterials nao in the art that may Serve
atteqately as the extensible nalerial patchtes; for uc il th
present invcntion. Examples of each maitertals will be
tdescribed in greater detail below.
The garmeni accartdti.g to the invention may have a
conventional body configuration. For exampl.e the garment
may hav a closed front portion that is made (om a first
panel of material and an open bait portion defined by back
paeoIs that ac attached to the first panel of material along-
side the seams of the garment. In an alternate embodiment,
the garment may have bront anti back portions forned from
a sungic piece of material. 'Ic style and configuration of the
Sgarments is not a limiting factor. Regardless of the lyp of
gament, once the areas of maximum stress or tensile, force
are mapped and kentified, extensible material patches may
be itrporated ito the gown at these Area,
'Ike invention will be described in greater detail below by
o refercea to etahodintents illustrated in the figurc s,
BRIEF lS.'RIP'IOlN OF TlE DRAWINGS
A full and etabling dis.losure of the present invention,
including lhte. best laide thereof, directed to ot of oidinary
s skill in the art, is set forth more particularly in the remainder
of the specification, which makes reference to the appended
figures in whichl
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FIG, 1 is u perspeetive view of a prior art surgical gotw,
FIG. 2A isa persxclive viewedf a garmeni ina accrdance
with the present invention.
PG. 211 is an enolarged planar view of the clastimeric
paeli uswd in the garmet <f FIG. ZA.
FIG. A isa prspetive view ofa garment in aetroreance
with the pI)cal invenion,
lIG. 3B is an enlarged planar view of te elastutreric
panel used in ie garment of FIG. 3A,
IG, 4A is a peispeciive view of a gactitem in atoftlanre
with the present invenmon.
FIGS, 41) and 4C are at enlarged planar view of the
elOastocmetic paches used in the garment (d FIG. 4A.
FIG. 5 is pcrspeclive view of a prototype working gown
used in the method of the invention, the gotwn having a grid
pattern defined on the body thereof,
FIG, 6A is a pac.fetive view of the prootype gown being
wrm by an individual and subjctcd to a rangt of motion i s
that he aras subjected to tel ilec stretching forces may he
kentified.
1;1(, 6B es an e Ylarget view of the ack shouder area of
the gown indicated in F1G< 6A,
IlETAfILED DES(.RIPlION
Rceiai.e will now he made in detail ito ne or niame
Cmboditnents of the inveration, cxanples of which ate
graphistly ittustated in the drawings. Each example and
ernbsslitent af ptrOideel bVy way of XpanatioM of the
invention. and not meant a, a Iimitatit oi the iavntion. For
Cantpte, featares iltutrtcd oir dese rled as part of one
embodiment may he utilized with armothcr embodiment to
yield still a further embodiment. It is iniiicrd that the
pts'ettl cItvention inride these ansI oth" asatifteatiortsi and
variaitins.
"Attafcd" refers to the bonding, joining. adhering,
ctaoecting. attachling, or the like. of two elotMis. IwIo
elette its may be i:osideted attached together when they are
bonded directly t one aomther ( indirectly to one another,
su-h as whaen each ai directly attach1e7d to an inlearnadiate
"lostoairric" refers to a matecrial or composite which can
be cxtended or eongated by at lcast 25% of its relaxed
length and which will recover, upon release of. te applied
force, at least 103 of its etongatiom It is generally preferred
that lie eastoacric matrial or ctmposite be capable of
beinge hogated by at leaslt Df0%. recvter at least 0% of its
eloneatiou, An elastatric material is, thus sretkrtsa and
"stretc¢hable, "elatmmmed ~i.and exte stible" may be used
iitterchangcably.
"Elastic" or "Elasaicircd" means that property of a mate-
rial or composite by virtue of which it tends to recover
towards its oIrigina siae and shape after removal of a force
causing a deformation.
"Neck-bonded" laminate refers to a composite inxteeial
having an elastic member that is handed to a mon-cfastic
member while the non-elastomeric member is extended in
the machine direction creating a necked materia that is
elastic in the transverse or crons-direction. lamples of
neck-bonded laminates are disclosed in US. Pat. Nets
4. ,5122 4,981,747; 5,226.992; and 5,336.545, which are
incorporatedt herein by roference in their entirety for all
purl"W~s,
"Sitctch-bonaed" laminate refersto a composite material
having at least two layers in which one layir is a gatherable
layer and the other layer is an elastic layer. 'ih. layers are
jmineA together when the elastic layer is in an extended
coailition so that upon relaxing the layers, the gatherablo
layer is gathered. For example, tine clautic metber can be
itnded to another tmenter while th eastic member is
ex'laed at least abot 25% of its, relaxed length. S4ch a
tinltiployer c-omposite elasAic material may be atelcri
tiril the mustlastic layer is fully extended. Ua mple of
sitretch-,bnded laminates are dieclos.ed, ftrexaiple, in U.S.
wi Pat. No&e 4,720t415, 4,789,699, 4781,945, 4,657,82, and
4,655,7(k. whichi are ctaorpt~aived herein by tfeene in
their entirety for all purpes.
As used herein, the terni tnwven web" refers it) a web
that has a structure of individual fibers or filaments whihe
i$ are initrlaid, hut not in an identifiable mpeating manner.
Nomo ven webs have been, in the past, forned by a variety
of precesses known to those sitilleel in the art such a',., for
example, met0lthlowig and rielt spinning n¢(re(ss.e spun-
bonding pinc.ses and bondcd cartled wcb ptoeess-.,
As used herein. the En '+sptbonded web, rulis k web
of small diameter fibers anldar filaments which are formed
by extading a mtohen iherrrenplaslic material as filaments
lorn a plurality of line, usuatly tirtlax, capillaries in a
spinnerene with the diameter of the extruded filamen* then
being rapidly reducel, For e nxample, by non-eduetise -n
eductlv,' fl kldrawiTng Or other w'll known spanbAcdOi1g
twitetanisins, 'flie pirodtctin if sputanIktie nonwoven
welts is ilhtstraled in patens such as Appel, vt al, US, Pat,
No. 4,340,563; Dor shl er e al, US, Pat. NO. 3.6Q2,618;
K Niny, US. Pat Nos. 3,338,992 aud 3,U31,394; Levy. US,
Pat. No. 3,276,944; Petleton, U.S. Pat. No. 3,5u2,538-
llatmnan, US. Pat. No. 3,502,763; Dotao c al., U.S. Pat, No,
3,1,16215; and Harmon, Canadian Patent No. $03,714
A3 used herin, thec term "mhlown swOb" refers to a
snonwoven web fomnicd by extruding a molten ieinoplas ,c
material through an plurality of ine, usually cirtlar, die
capillaries as molten fibers into converging high velocity gas
(e.g. air) sutrams that attenuate the filers of molten ihermo-
plastic material to reduce then diameter. wtaich may It to
microfilaer diantcr. Thercafter, the meltlaown fibers are
carried by he high velocity gas stream and are deposited on
a colletting surface to onn a wec of randomly disbnrcd
meliblown fibers, Such a proess is disclosed, for example
in US. Pat. No. 3,849.241 toI Blin. ct al,. which is incor-
porated terein in its entirely by reference thereto tm all
purposes. Generally speaking, melibtown tibers may be
micrmlibers ihat may he conrtinauous or disotlinuous., are
generally smaller than 10 micron's in diameter, and are
generally itcy when deposited onto a colleting stfaee,
As u.sed herein, lha team "disosabla" is not limited to
single use or limited use articles tut als refers to articles
that are so inexpersive to the consumenr that tiey can be
discarled if they become soiled or oderwise unusable after
a only ae or a few uses.
As used herein, tire term "garment" refers to protective
garments and/or shields including for example, but not
limited to, surgical gowns, patient drapes, work suits, apitts
and the lik-.
As used herein, the term "liquid resistant" or -'liquid
tvpellam" refers to material having a hydrostatic head of at
least about 23 ceraimters as determincd in accodanv with
the standard hydrostatic prtssute test AATCI'%l No. 127-
1977 with the folklwing exceptions: (I) The samnples are
&i larger than tual and are mnited in a stretching frame that
clamps onto the csfs-machine direction ends of the sample,
such that the samples may be tested under a variety of strt h
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contditions (eg._ 10%, 0t, 301%, 40% stmwh) aad (2) The
sanple-s are sut pportel undernealh by a wire ,esh to pievent
the sample front sgging under 1the weight of the crunhtrtt of
water.
A tised herein, the er -breathable' means lperviotis it a
water vapor and gases. For instance. "breathable barriers'
and "breathable flitms" allow water vapor to pass
thewthrough, but are liquid resisat l, The 'breathability" of
a material is measured in terms of water vapor transmissia
rate (WVTl), with higher vahies represenaing a mote
breathable material and lower value. representing a less
breathable material. Breathable materials generally have a
WV'r of greater than about 250 gramns per stuart meter pr
24 hurs (Wrr 24 bours) In some embesimenls, te WVT'IR
may be greater titan about If(10 gim*'24 hours, In sous
nrbedia enm the WVTR may be greater [tan about 5000
gmi4 buts.
As usmed hein, the term 'revenribly-necked malerial"
refrs to a necked materral that has been treated while
teked to impart memory to the material o that wlta fomce A
is appliod to extend the material to its pe-necked
dirasension, the neked ad treated portions wIH generally
recover to their necked dimueteions upom trttninatkm of the
fori. A reversibly-nrked material may itlaidde t ic than
one layet For example, multiple laye ofgpunboeed web. 0
multiple layers of meltblown web, multiple layers of bonded
carded web or any oth krstitahle cir binatiot of. nrixtiares
thereof, 'Me prducion of rver lbly-neckd ialtials is
illustrated in parns stich a-. for example, Mormon, USV
Pat, Nos., 4,95,122 a2d 4,981,737,
the Acent invention relates to a unique configu ration fo
a protective garment. Ta garment Ls illustrated and
des r d her n as a surgival gown for illustrative purpos>s
It should e appreciated though tha t a gannem in aemrdarice
with the invention is not lnifited to a gowrt. and may inluide,
for example, a partiet gown or drape. wo'rk wceall mbe.,
etc. A comventiital gown 100 is conepltally illuttateld in
140. 1 The gown includes a gorwtn beely 12 having a fronl
portion 14 andt a back pomion 16, The gown btody may be.
separate panels of material joined at seanu Sleeves 22 are
gemraly attadruel to the gwtn -,dy a skeve, openl'ig
efiefid in the bd 2Thx leiv2 a eoftesnor a different material as the body 12. Va*riouse€ottigttrations a.'
of gowns 100 are well known to those skilled in the art and
all such e'otttgatiaa are Witin the scope andJ Spiit oA the
inventkM.
Thac gown matrial is generally a breathable yet liquid
rtrstant barier material. The beathabiity of the material ,o
increase' the comJfort of sorteorte4 wearing soch at gamnlat
e.pecially if the garruent is worn under high beat index
e'ts0itssttsl, sotos prystealj acivity, ort long peiods of
tine. Variote, suitable Woven and tnM-woe'ri banticr mate-
rials ace known and used in the at for garmomts such as ,
surgical gotul and0 all su c matliAls ate within the scope
of the prisetnt inveoteit. A suitabla, gown material is, lie
example, a Spanbonel.Melthlbssn-Spaobnd Ia, tate as
else.-ebeett in U-S, Pat- No, S,464,(inr upcgtatcd htein by
rderec lor all purposs, with app t gial clhemil tret- 0j
mettts to enhance replcency and static decay.
Still reierring to 110 1, it has been dtermid that the
ares', of greatest resiriciive forc generated When the gown
100is donned and the wearer's amts are extended outwardly
are the bak shoultdetr areas adja-ent to the sleeces. The 6s
restrictive forces felt by the w rr axe generted by tnslet
stmteling force exertel on the matetial, 'Th resrictive
betho areas ar designated gTnrally by the da.shedlnc areas
32 in FIG. 1. The present applicants have found that the
estrictiv' foce'can lx greaty allevialed by fitie it y g
he precise areas Wherein &ar t>nsile strm ching foree is
gencrat d, and then replacing the non-lastomeric gown
uaaterial in these areas with jsolated zone; or patches of
dlastmeric material. By precisely mapping the streed
are as, tf arulflnt of lastoncric material used in the gown
is minimized and a more comfortiable gown can he made
with little additional cost. EmbodirneaL of garments. eg.,
gowns, aonding to (he itvoention are described in ge dci
detail below with reference to FIGS. S-4.
FIG 2A iustrates a gown 10 in accordance with ih
invention. hle gown 10 is similar in many aspects to tla
conventional gown illustrated in FIG, 1. 1he gown 10
includes a gown body 12 having A front 14 and a back 16
Thec back 16 may be an open bact defined lay adjacent bad
portions IS having opptr*si, kmjtudinal edge' 20 The back
portions 1S ialude bac shoulder regions, back waist
regiots, lower egioins, etc, Any tp of kniowit fastioig
rrteans,'ntch a', cv-cnaim tiers, nay be used liarsting thu
gown 10 on a wear, Tht povt body 12 may be funied
from a single piece of tttril, sth as a treathable ye;t
liquid impeivious batrKie material, definhg a IcS opening
26 anl. sleeve openins 24, Sle ves 22 are attached to the
gofwn bo.dy l2at thec sleve tapenittgs 24 by Any eoreecntioital
attaching means. In an alternate ctNoirrromet, the gown body
12 my be orimd from selkrate panels of he san or
delferent marertat', that are attached or athb rcl along seants.
For example, the back panels IS may be panels of material
adhcred to a front panel of materialdeflinig the front portion
14 along sies sams 19 (FIG. 3A).
Patche- of elastorceric material 34, are ,,1n into aries
32 1ifth gotrv u body 12 enetarttg th greatest t'asrictive
wfces. The location of such fleas is not limiting and may
vary depending on the overall etyle, cortfiguratton and 'dcc
of the gown 10. A method for precisety deftnuing suvk aceas
32 is described its greater detail blw. In the Iltneated
embdm1nt, the areas 32 ate located in the hack shoulder
portions of the gown tbody 12. The geonetk s ape of the.
elasiosneic patches 34 may vary dcpcnding on the s.¢ and
shape ot th: areas 32 of the gown Nody 12 generating the
res'sctive foorcs. By pirte ly napping tie restuk! ive force
areas 32, a more precise shape of th patches.,4 is pos-tsi1li
In FIGS. 2A and 2. the patches 34 are generally crescent
shaped and follow the, eoioru of the sleve opetrarig 24-
The ctccetat s-hapts extend latetally between the sleeve
openings 24 and longitudinal edges 20 of the back panels 18.
As ca n be seen in the figures. the patche, 34 amr generally
completety s mnded by the gown body matertia, which
nray be uonw' aeksnetic or 1es ela,.trneri th en tho patc-he-
34 In this regart the paitche cozy be 1hieght of as islands"
of elasaomeric material currespolning to the location oif the
restrictive force areas 32,
Fo the back shoulder regions of a gonn 10. it has been
louant that the paiches -34 may base various haps and
extend laterally alneg the hack s'mtie ttween leev ,
openings or scams 24 and the lIrnatinal edges 2) of the.
back portions 18, and eAr ongitdtnalfy fron a point
below an underside 3) of the slefss 2210 point between the.
underside 30 and a top edge 28 4ii thl glrn Irudy 12,
Ilf.rring to FIGS, 2B,3B, and 4B. 1lt longituLdinal dinen-
stou 38 of the patce'ts 34 oay be greatt. than the lateral
dirnension 36, In ote etbodoti the patches 34 mtay
extend at least, about one-third of the length betwee) fire
underside 30 of the sleves 22 and the top edge 2 oif th:
gown body 12. Frr example, the jatches 34 mAy Vxietd
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ahoal one-half of the length bwea tli underside 30of the
sleeves and top edge 28 of the, gown body.
the ilasiorcric patc es 34 are sitrtchable in the gencral
directions of the tensile forces exerted on the areas 32, For
example, if the patches 34 are located in the back Sltoulder
regk, as illustrated in ih figures, rte patches 34 are
stiretchable at least in the lateral direction across the. hack of
a wtarer. The arrow linies in FIGS. 2R7 3R5, aid 4Q concep-
tually illusratc the general stretch directions of the patchids
34 located in the back stiorlder regions of the respective
grwas in FIGS, ZA, 3A. arid 4A,. In ar em!ro.imitt whwerin
the areas,; 32 are stb dved to longitudinal s etching forces
(for eanrlpre, at the back wrest region wbC11 the wearer
ends over). the pactcs34 may Wi s tehtabl at Ias, in the
lmagitudinal direction, It may be desired that the patches34
be elastorcnrie ii) generllly all directions to Irraximie hein-
efi of the patches.
're patches 34 are formeil inlo the gown malstaial by any
suiable method, For example, the patches may be sorrically
or ultrasonically welded to the goawn material. 'lie palches
34 may he ist bihe, taped, or adhered to the gown material,
The patches 34 may he thermally Indez to the gown
material. Any one of a number of kaown convetional
attachring metods may be used for this purpose,
Various lastomnrici materials am known in the ar that
mray he esed for the palhes 34, The pate 34 ray, firt
ecample, I iomprised of a stogl, layer, multipk layers,
laminates spun fos fabrics, film., irslllwn lrc ela%-
tic netting, microperons wefb, boisled cardd web, of foams
comprised of elastomcric or plymeric materials. Llaste-
mcre notmwove laminate webs iray include a nontaswsn
material joined to one or more gaaicrable nonwar-veti ecss
films, or foams. Stretch-lrooed'lamiates (SI) and Neck-
bonided-laminates (NRh) are examples o1 elstomnere trotn-
wovea laminate webs. Nowoven fabrics are any web of
material whi'h has been errned without the use of textile
wiavtng pnnrkrces "shch preucl'e a structire of individual
ibes which are interwoven in an identifiable repeating
maner. Examples rif suitable materials are Spunbriie-
Meltlrown fabrics, Spunboad-Meltblown-Spuubond
fabrics. Spnbond fabrics, or laminatc-s of such fabrics wh
filIs, fotams, or other nmwerven webs- Elaseronaric mate-
riaLs may include cast or blown films, fbams, or mettatlown
fabrics composed of polyethylene, pol)pylee , or poly-
olin e rpclvmers, as well as combiriions tereof. rhe
elastumeric materials may inclide polyctfrer block amitcs
such as PEBAX@ elstonrr (available fom AtoCltr
located in Philadelphia, Pa,). thermrplastic polyutthanes
f t g, t h liphtic-pcltlther and aliplatic-polycster types),
IIYTRELI elartomeric copolyestcr (available from E 1
Duiam de Nmr mrs located in Wilainglon, Del.), KRA-
ThN@ elatorter lavailable fromi Shell Chemical Company
licatedl ia l-rtstor, Th.). orsrans of LYC'Al elaomef
(available from E. I, DuPont <te Nemros ar located in
Willinagton, Iel,). or the like, as well as onilialkis
dieteof. ne patltes 34 may include iaterials that have
elastortote pror t ties throughl a nacehanical process, print-
ig pirreea hating prxess, or chemical treatmertl. l'or
eamples such materiahl may be apertured, creped, neck-
sttled, heat activated, em'bossed, and tnicrostrairid; and
may e in the loon of films, webs, and laminos.
In one parlieularit cbodiment, the elastrmeric patches 34
are a nel a' mirfd larina t of a necked wa-.wrvenr web of
sgrnbotl polypropyene laminael to an elastic tilm, for
example a 6. ga nlt AX film with 1I6% (by w<eight) of
pigrnem grade litanirt) dioxide pailkIcs,
FIG. 3A Us a per'.psNe view of an slito t tittiiittl
of a goW n 10 according to the inventiom, Tire gw, w 10 is
similar to the gown described above with respect to 17G 2A
with the exception of the elasto reic patches 34. In this
embndifen, the patches 34 have an overall elongated
leapwital profile with a straight edge that wherein is
5 gencrally parallel In the sleeve seam 24 his edge extends
Slightly below the andride 30 of de sl ve 22 anl cXtends
in the opposite dircetion generally to adjacent the top edge
28 of the gown, However, as. described in greater below. the
uppcr portnn of the patches 34 may extend beyond areas of
e gown body rl ed i i tenwsile osiwting (ites ani, tlrtai,
mar nt tt oceessary.
It may be found that the elastona ric patches M Lo not
nteed to etend generally beyond one-half of the distance or
length between the andersidf 30 of the sleei 22 and the top
etge 28 of the gown bod.! The chioicrii panel 34 is
sho1wn in a enlarged view it IG. 33. As can t e seen from
ibis figure, the panel 4 has a longitudinal ditraesion 38 that
I sigificamly greater than the lMral dimension 36.
Amethod ac -rding to the inv nion rayb a td to fairly
ZO praetely defineuct rap4C~ oticeant ra p eiOgctit
rotei as, last no~t limited to a soegieal gown. qibjwixed to
tensile strssing forces. once, definedJ, these areas miay he
applicants havc Lottat that an acerate Metiod fti Lemapping
g its, are&s is to plaws oversized elastomerc patches in the
regiots of the garmna generally noted by indiviOuals as
applying trestrictive focers in normal use of the garment. For
examnple, eses typically note that a niticeitble restictive
tIre is placed across the back upper sbsorlcr regions of
,W srgial gowns, particularly
, 
when the users cxscrc their
arms forwarL. Other esrktcrivc tres may he felt, f i
example, in the waist regans when iar user bends forward
or kans sideways, etc.
once srnected cr gerrralbte ar have brett iNrentifteel,
s an overmized area of the gown crrresponding it such loca-
io Wify he removed from a prototype or working" mod l
of the gown (i.e. cut out of the gown). Piecs of etaisrineric
material may then be attached to tie govn S pcrimpoecd
over the cur rout areas. In an alternate embodimeai, the
4 working model may he forano essentially entirely cfr an
elasotrrcic irraterial A grid is Ise defind tn tie elasUi-
mcric material. 't1c grid may be, for example, a block
patem, line patter,. ct. The grid essentialy provides ai
array of distinct marks or tines that will etaiego relativc
as position upon she elastormeric material being stretched. 'the
cLange in relative position is measured andf the areas of
maximum relative change between Itre marks esirrsporel lo
the areas of greatst tensile. stress and tins the areas rf
greatest restrictive fore fell by the wearer, The areas of least
ira relative change between the mutrs oesponds to the areas
ofleast tensilestrcss, Areas wherein the marks essentially do
not change correslond to areas tof the go that am not
generally susceptible to telik srems, and thus to areas that
will nrt benefit by srhrtitut'an of elamlterie material
as For example, referring to FIGS 2A and 21, the crescent
shape pawhes 34 wvte first alachud to the gown in the
position shown in FIG 2A,. and then the gown material
ocxludod by the patdes 34 was remove. A grld of three
arrays of sacod apart liaes was marked onto the patches 34
to in the locations indicated by the arrows A, B, and C in FIG
2B, lbie lines were relatively small vertical litres spaced
about one catimcer apart, 'rhe arrays of lines thus
rseni hd the markings on a easnventinal tmieasuriag iape
The first array A was detlned approxi ately 2$) 'tnliirtktes
to from the lop edge 28 of the g iwn body 12, 'l'be seconel array
B was deflated approxiteoly :5 e atimcler from the top
cdge 28. and the thitl array C was dfitted appro ximaily 34
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ventimoctcs from the top Wlgc 2g aiM slightly angled with tional oauitonaric pane135 was attached n 1&r upper ption
respect to thi other ra)uns as 1tlarated generally ian FIG. of each sleeve to determine if this area of the gown al.so
2B, '1be gown 10 was donned and the wearer itucteu.flcd to contributed to the restrictive, forces felt by the wvarcr. Grid
move about so as to goerate the tensile stretching forces in patterns A, B, and C were defined on the panel 35 as
the hack shoulder regios, for example by extending the indicated in FIG. 4C. The gown was then donned and
arts outward in front of thir bra.) and crossing the arrit sitl~jeeed to the satte ¢ottditionas as dutribed above with
Undier this condition. the change in the spacing between the eMsp ct to the other gtwns. It was noted that the grid patterns
liners was measured. The material along the first array B A, H, and C for It patches 35 indicated no exetsion or
exteoded Or rtched 40 ptreent (the material had a sttritch of the matweriali. Tha. it was a, artitlty doletmimd
stretcded length of 140 percent of its relaxed lengt the that 1tis ortion <-f IN gown otldy was tt subjared t
WlAsIomeric taterial along the second array B extended 50 tensile tretching forocs and dki nut onribute to rtrictiv
prcent. and the elastotmeric material along the third array C forces fell by the wearer
extended 25 percent. Upon the wearer relaxing the arms, the Aspock of thi mthod according to the invenlion are
grid ljts along the t arvyi tarmed 1o their initial asptcing illustrated geneally in FIGS S, 6A and 6B. A method in
indicating that the restrictive forces were stopped. aCcovdan"e with the inv ntion for making a protective
It sbould be appreciated that this grid mapping techiqnaqir garment having at least one patch of elastnemric material
may be Litilizd to acctratuely determin the locations of forme therein say inc
tensile forces generated anywhere on a garment hody result- lude prviding a working otl oring in r~siricivc foes againt the weaer. '11t method i+ protolype of the ganment, and providing elastomertc mate-
empirical by nature and there will obvinulybe iome nat in aa f the gartctlnieve to Ihe ed ,to tetisile
of trial and eror. However, by widening the grid areas and W stretching foroes when the garment is wrn by a wearer,
toasutring different paatters rMulting from various tove- Refrring to F1.0. 5, oa wrking modul or prootype garment
meuts of a wearer. areas 32 that are sbjeted to tensile 100 is illusitrated. In this embtiment, at teast the hade l6of
forces may be accurately determined and, if tesired, sub, the gown s fims ed by panelsofelastiorsric material. It may
sited with elasttnntnc patchts 34, as described abor, be desired that the entire gown body 12 be formcd of
With me-pect to tir e' lid ntavf IGS, JA atst 3U3. te i lastoaric material. A pattern of rarles are defined an the
length of the lastonteric patches 34 was longitudinally elastomeric material. The marlrs may take on any defined
extended towards the top edge 28 of the gown body 12 to pattern. For example, the marks may be- d&fetd as spaced
(leterntine o what extent tensil forces are generaterd coser apart lotgitudinally orietted lis-sp od apart trarisv.ersly
t the top edge 281. Five arrays of grid lineo Athnirogh E wire oriented lias. or a Combination of transverse and longitu-
defitd ot the eltosttneric patche. 34 at the positiots and o dinal lines. For example, in the ittustrated mxadinrnt the
dire.lit indicated in FIG. 311, The la.fstoteri, panel was marks are deined e-.entialty by a paralle ogram pattern, for
positioned in the gown body 12 to include the area in the example a pattern of squares or reetangles. Any suitable
upper back paret atjaceot to the snceve, as wael as the area pattern of marks may be used in accordance with the
adjaucvn to the tiaicrarn (f i.t thoeeev- A border of th inentn.
original oran-clarsomeric gown malerial was retained aroutd a 5 Referring to FIG- 6A. the woiking garmet 100 is donned
the neck and sleeve edges to facilitate .posiionting and lay a wearer and the garment is suhjected to Conditions to
retaining of the elastomerie material. Ibe first array of lines induce the tensile stretching forces, for example, the wearer
A were defined 16 centimeters from the top edge 28. The may corltnet variotis moverents or ranges of movements to
semcnd array eteined at 22 centiretem from the top edge the induce the tensile stretching forces. In the illustrated
third arras C at about 29 centimeters from the top edge, the 4q embodiment. the wearr has raisedl and extended his arms
foiurth array D at about 39 centieters from the top edge, and fbrward. and may crems the armrs to inetune maximum tensile
the fifth array E at about 46 ce ntimeters from the top edge stretching forces, As is graphically illustrated in FIG. 6A, as
of the gown. The gown was then donned and subjected to the the elastomer.c material in the areas of the gown subjected
same conditions as described above with respect to the gown to tensite stretching fPrces clong tes, the mid pattern niatlk-
of FIG. IA. Extension in the elastomerec patches 34 Was 4A rdly changesi- This' can be particularly Neen in t'he ba k
t*serv d via changes in the spacing beten the grid littes shouler areas of the gown illstatxed in FIG, 6A, FIG. .6
in the amays It was noted that no extension was observed is an enlarged view of the back shoulder area and prties-
along the grad lines Corresponding to grads A and BI. The larly illustrates theehangein theshape and orientation ofthe
material extended about 15 percent along grid pattern (, and mInrlt.S
abomt -) percent along grid patters ) and E.Thus, it was so By deteting and meaurring the change sora relative
determined that lastorneric material emteiding ab ok grid positions of the matk eremting from stretdng of the
pattern B does not add any significail benefll It was also elasteomeric material, one is able to map the areas of tire
neted that the bottom edge of tie eclastoneric patetesm in gartment subjected to tensile sretching forces ant to deter-
FIGS. 2Asail 3Awas located ihesame distance from the t p mine the relative aruunt ofstrussor stretching forces by the
edge 28 ol the gown body, llowever, with the shape and 35 magnitude of the change in spacing or orientatin of the
cotlfgtttatk of the elasioncric patchy,+34 in FI IS 3A and rnrtrks, Otnce tde areas have bte mapped, it is then ps+,ilble
3W, the elastoreric material extended or stretched 50 per- to produie production gows w'heein patchrs ofelastomernc
centt along the botott) array i as ompared to 23 percent nuateritl oe, stbstituted for the getnerally ourslat teric
along the bottom array C in the crtscet shated panel 34 gow material in the mapped areas that am subjected to the
used in IGS. A and 2B. It may be that the escent shape eo tensie stretching forces.
of the panel 34 did not adequately .xend iuo atcas sut. It should be appreciated that the method is tot limited to
jected to te sile strcming forces. It .}shold tlwe be apparent any parlicalar gid pattern or masasIranent te ique, The
that the shape of th el .omeric patches 34 may also play grid pattern may be idisisned to detect geO.Ctnly only
a role in the degree, or magniluair of relief provided by the siteteing of the elaSteriC material in a generally trlts.
patches. (+s vemrs dirmction, Likewise, the pattern may he defiea w.o as
"se gown of FIGS, 4A and 413 ii o.satially idctifcal to to dete atlia the degre of sArtmehirig of the elastuteric
that of FIGS. 3A and 31B with the eacxplion that an a&li- material in a generally longitudinal direction, Msirably, the
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grid pattern may te dfi do as to datemnine the d.gre of stretching of the eastomuric material in one direction deter-
sareicing of the clastomeric materiM in both a generally mined by the change in spacing between the Lines,
traverse and generally longitudinal direriion. All such &, The method as in claim S, wherein the degree of
variations are in a ordarc with the scope and spirit of the stretching of she elastomeric materialin a generally opposite
invntcionl, s direction is determined by elotngation of the lines.
t should he appreciated by those skilled in the an that the 7,11w metod :' , in Qlaiin 1, wherein 11he p.acin of marks
system and method according to the invention have wide is defined so as to dtertneri lhe degree oftarelchiag of the
applicatiottsi and that the etample and mfxIiiments so elatcric material in a generally farattswer direction.
forth herein are merely exemplary. It is intended that the 1t. 1te method as in claim 1, wherein the pattern of marks
presn irentiun include sach uams and emboditntst as tu is defined so a to determine the Egree of strelhiag of the
come within the scxq and spirit of the appended claims, clastotmeric material in a generally longitudinal direction.
Wu' is claimed is: 9. il method as in claim 1, wherein the pattern of madks
1 A method for making a protective production garment is defined wm as to deteunint the degree of stretching of the
hating at least t ne patch of elasomerie material forted clastomaeric material in a generally transverse and generally
thetein. said telhead comptising: 1 longitudinal direcaion.
with a vorking model of the garment. providing an 10, The method .s in claim 9, wherein the pattern of
aarks is defined as a pattern of generally transverse linesteastaec matet a in areas heeved to b subjected o and Iongitdinal lintes,tensile stretching for~es when worn by a wcamr. 11. The mathod as in claim 10. wherein the pattern ofdefining a pattern of marks on the clastaramric material; maraks is defined as parallelograms.
sibecling the garment to conditions to indte. the ttiile 12. A meahtl for dMfinilg areas of a garment that arm
stretching forces; sbjected to tnsile stretmcing fores when worn by a wearer.
desecting and meatsuring the change in relative positions said method comprising;
of the marks resulting from stretching of the elast- providing a working model of the garmnent having an
meric material; .: clastomeric material in areas belie-ed to he subjected to
mapping the areas of the garment subjected to tensile ttn.ile stretching fortces whea w rn by a wearr
stretching forces basd on the degree of stretching dcfining a pattcrn of marks on the clamsmnric material;
indicated by the m rk-. ani subjetirtg the garment to conditiots to indexc the tenlle
providing patchs of elastomoric material in production stretching farce;
gsrmnts in at leat on of the mtapped areas sinb .sht d" dctecting and measuring the chage in relative lnhlksms
to tensile .4rutchiog l'.iees, of the marks rsulting from srfrehiitg of the class.
2. The ntlhbod as in clailt 1, wheritl the mokling meric matcral; and
garet"M 111$ a body fi-llronl generally cntilrly of the clas- mapping th areas of the garment sub.jccd to tensile
tomariv material. ,tretching formc based on the degree of .-retching
3, The method as in claim 1, wherein the producti n indicated by the mark.,
g.ows arc ftmtd tf a gviafatlyoon-ula,;wtaerie material. 13. the nt;tKI a.s in claim 12, wherein the la r.t oetic
the patches of c istomeric material surroaded by the non- material and mio.' are provia o in the working model in
clast rncrie taterial. loalized areas commpassing areas believed to Ie subjected
4, T'he method as in J tahn 2, wherein the patcheis of to tensile sretching forces.
clasthocic material are atictted to the smo-clastomcric 14. The mehld as in claim 12, wherein the latey of the
material by ae of a thermal bodlng, ultrasonic bonding, working model of the garment is formed of the clastomneric
and adhesive proces material with the marks defined thereon.
5. Ibr method as in claim 1, wherein the pattern of mark.s
arc defined as arrays of stpced apart lines, the degree of
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